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ABSTRACT
This dissertation addresses the topic of international manufacturing strategy, especially
a focus on operational issues of network manufacturing and reshoring of manufacturing
facilities. Manufacturing network is defined as a group of wholly-owned facilities of a
firm, as opposed to supply chain management where there are plants belongs to other
companies. Research on the importance of the operation of manufacturing networks can
help to gain insights into how to manage activities in dispersed facilities and how the
network-related advantages are achieved through the network management. Research
has validated the contribution of network coordination to attain competitive advantages
of international manufacturing. It has also suggested that strategic objectives, such as
competitive priorities of manufacturing in globally disperse facilities, are highly
important for setting and implementing manufacturing network strategy. However, the
impact of such strategic objective/s on network management is still unexplored,
especially for determining the mechanisms of coordination. Meanwhile, over the last ten
years, the phenomenon of reshoring has attracted attention from both the researchers
and practitioners. Research on reshoring generally focuses on perspectives external to
the firms in order to explain why a company brings its previously offshored facilities
back. In such settings, this thesis stresses the relevance of network operations in this
context, and hence the linkage of network-manufacturing capabilities to the reshoring
phenomenon.
The overall objective of this thesis is to investigate how manufacturing
companies make use of network operation practices to develop certain sets of
mechanisms to coordinate, and how the operational issues fit into the decision to
reshore. This research addresses two research objectives. The first part of this research
focuses on investigating how coordination is being applied in globally dispersed
facilities, and the relationship among the mechanisms of coordination, competitive
priorities and the focus of offshored facilities. The second objective is to explore the role
of strategic capabilities of network-manufacturing -which are linked to network
operations- on the phenomenon of reshoring.
The empirical part of this thesis comprises two individual studies that constitute
the empirical foundations of the research problems. Each study analyses one research
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question using case-study methodological approach. The empirical elements in these
studies use data from multiple in-depth interviews at companies’ headquarters in Spain
and Sweden.
This thesis contributes to several insights to the research areas of network
manufacturing strategy, and to practitioners in international manufacturing operations.
The results are aimed at providing insights on activity management in international
manufacturing, and how they are relevant to the phenomenon of reshoring. One
important implication of this research is the manifestation of the competitive priorities
and focus of offshore facilities as essential elements to consider when studying the
mechanisms to coordinate network manufacturing operations. Next, this thesis
contributes to a contemporary research issue of international manufacturing, i.e. the
phenomenon of reshoring, by highlighting the relevance of strategic capabilities of
network-manufacturing to reshoring. Accordingly, as an important managerial
contribution, this thesis provides guidance for decision making in the operations of
international manufacturing.
This doctoral thesis is organised in a monograph format comprising six chapters;
introduction, literature review, methodology, empirical works: study no 1, empirical
works: study no 2, and conclusion. As an outcome, several scientific articles have
emerged from this research, and have been submitted for consideration for publication
in peer-reviewed journals and international conferences. These articles are listed as an
appendix at the end of this dissertation.

Keywords: Global
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manufacturing

networks;

network

coordination;

competitive priorities; manufacturing reshoring; network capabilities; case-study
research; qualitative research.
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RESUMEN
Esta tesis aborda el tema de la estrategia de fabricación internacional de una empresa.
En concreto se enfoca en las cuestiones operativas de la fabricación en red y la
relocalización de las instalaciones productivas. La red productiva de una empresa se
define como el grupo de instalaciones productivas propiedad de una empresa, a
diferencia del concepto de cadena de suministro donde las plantas pueden pertenecen
a otras empresas.
La investigación, que se lleva a cabo en esta tesis, sobre la importancia de las
operaciones en la red productiva puede ayudar a obtener información sobre cómo
gestionar las distintas actividades en las instalaciones productivas y cómo las ventajas
relacionadas con la red se logran a través de la buena gestión de la red.
Fruto de esta investigación se ha obtenido que una buena coordinación de la red
productiva de la empresa permite obtener ventajas competitivas en la fabricación
internacional. También se sugiere que los objetivos estratégicos, tales como las
prioridades competitivas de fabricación en instalaciones deslocalizadas a nivel mundial,
son muy importantes para establecer e implementar una estrategia de red de
fabricación.
Sin embargo, el impacto de tales objetivos estratégicos en la gestión de la red aún
no se ha explorado lo suficiente, especialmente en lo relacionado con los mecanismos
de coordinación.
En los últimos diez años, el fenómeno de la deslocalización y la relocalización
posterior ha atraído la atención tanto de los investigadores como de los profesionales.
La investigación sobre la deslocalización generalmente se enfoca en realidades externas
a las empresas con el fin de explicar por qué una empresa relocaliza sus instalaciones
anteriormente deslocalizadas. En este contexto, esta tesis identifica la relevancia de las
operaciones en la red y, por lo tanto, la vinculación existente entre las capacidades de
fabricación en red con el fenómeno de la relocalización (reshoring).
El objetivo general de esta tesis es investigar cómo el uso que hacen las empresas
productoras de las prácticas operativas en su red puede permitir el desarrollo de ciertas
capacidades de coordinación, y cómo los problemas operativos afectan a la decisión de
la relocalización.
Esta investigación tiene dos objetivos, dos partes. La primera parte del trabajo
se centra en investigar cómo se está aplicando la coordinación en instalaciones
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deslocalizadas a nivel mundial y cuál es la relación entre los mecanismos de
coordinación, las prioridades competitivas y la estrategia operativa de las instalaciones
deslocalizadas. En la segunda parte del trabajo se explora el papel de las capacidades
estratégicas de la fabricación en red y cómo están vinculadas a las operaciones en la red
en el fenómeno de la relocalización.
La parte empírica de esta tesis comprende dos estudios individuales que
constituyen los fundamentos empíricos de los problemas anteriormente planteados.
Cada estudio trata de aportar a cada uno de los dos objetivos de la tesis anteriormente
indicados, utilizando el enfoque metodológico de estudio de casos. Los elementos
empíricos en estos estudios se basan en múltiples entrevistas en profundidad en las
oficinas centrales de las empresas en España y Suecia.
Esta tesis presenta contribuciones en el ámbito de la investigación, en lo relativo
a la estrategia de fabricación en red de una empresa y también en el campo profesional
dentro de las operaciones de fabricación a nivel internacional. Los resultados obtenidos
presentan pistas sobre cómo gestionar

las actividades productivas en el ámbito

internacional, y cómo éstas son relevantes para el fenómeno de la relocalización. Una
aportación importante de esta investigación es la manifestación de que las prioridades
competitivas y la estrategia utilizada en las instalaciones de producción son elementos
esenciales a considerar al estudiar los mecanismos de coordinación de las operaciones
de fabricación en red. También, esta tesis contribuye a una cuestión muy actual dentro
de la investigación sobre la fabricación internacional: el fenómeno de la relocalización;
al destacar la relación de las capacidades estratégicas en la red de fabricación y la
relocalización. Por ello, dentro del ámbito de la gestión empresarial, esta tesis
proporciona una guía para la toma de decisiones en las operaciones de fabricación
internacional.
Esta tesis doctoral está organizada en seis capítulos: introducción, revisión de la
literatura, metodología, trabajos empíricos: estudio n. ° 1, trabajos empíricos: estudio n.
° 2 y conclusión. Como resultado del trabajo de investigación, se han escrito varios
artículos científicos y se han presentado para su consideración para publicación en
revistas revisadas por pares y en conferencias internacionales.
Palabras clave: Fabricación global; redes de fabricación; coordinación de red; prioridades
competitivas; relocalización; capacidades de red; estudio de caso de
investigación; investigación cualitativa.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
This chapter gives the reader the background to and description of the topic that
the thesis is built around. An explanation of the problem and the purpose of this
research are presented after that. Further, the scope and delimitations are
presented. At the end of this chapter, structure of the thesis are outlined.
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1.1

Background

Globalization is not a new phenomenon. The introduction of sales office abroad as a
means of globalisation has existed since the mid-nineteenth century, and the
globalisation of production activities has started from the first quarter of twentieth
century. Companies used the advantages of size and dominance on their home market
to open up the foreign markets. After 1980, with the rapid technical progress and
declining transaction costs, companies are continually increasing attention to locating
the production facilities in globally dispersed locations. Consequently, studies argued
that it is become possible to create a cost-effective network of production facilities in
different countries (Jacob and Strube 2008). A clear trend is that manufacturing
facilities being moved away from the US and European regions to Far-east countries
representing low-cost environment; thereby an opportunity for gaining a cost-saving,
and/or to get easy access into the regional markets (Dunning 1988; Ferdows 1997).
Companies found this new form of globalisation -i.e. offshoring- as a source of
competitive advantage (Porter 1994). Hence, the research on international operation
has evolved from global sales and marketing into global manufacturing (Rudberg and
Olhager, 2003). Figure 1.1 depicts the development phases starting from cross-border
trading to globalisation.

Figure 1.1 Development of globalisation in phases
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To achieve competitive advantages at the desired level, strategies for
international manufacturing needs to consider various decision categories. For
example, the question about where to locate the facilities, facilitating system and
procedures, how to coordinate multiple manufacturing facilities, continuous
improvement opportunities, and how to get the most out of them is essential for any
company that intends to manufacture in network facilities. Therefore, with the
emergence of manufacturing in globally dispersed locations multinational companies
have to adopt a structure and its organisation as well, in order to respond to the
conflicting and ever-increasing demands of global customers (Bartlett and Goshal 1989;
Bartlett and Goshal 1989). Accordingly, operations management have experienced rapid
changes in manufacturing system concept, that is, moving from a single facility focus to
that of international manufacturing networks (IMNs) (Ferdows 1989; Kogut 1990).
Meanwhile, in the last 10 years, a new phenomenon has emerged in the field of
international manufacturing (Fratocchi et al., 2014), which builds upon the idea that a
company’s decision to bring production or sourcing activities back to their home country
–titled as ‘reshoring’ or ‘backshoring’. For instance, the CBI European survey in 2014
found that one-third of the surveyed firms had moved production back to their home
market in the last three years (Wilkinson, Gregory and Arnold, 2015). Dachs and Kinkel
(2013) also report a similar ratio of backshoring in offshoring firms, based on 3,300
companies from the European Manufacturing Survey. In a recent survey, 21 percent of
US-based manufacturing firms said that they were moving back to the US (The Boston
Consulting Group, 2013). An important insight of this new paradigm is that, the benefits
of offshoring have proven elusive (Manning, 2014). Though the phenomenon of
reshoring is not a mass trend; however, the importance of seeing this phenomenon
within international business is steadily increasing (Sirkin et al., 2012). Moreover, as it
is an indication of changes from an established trend in configuration of international
manufacturing, so have patterns of offshoring, practitioners as well as scholars are
increasingly interested in this emerging phenomenon.

4
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1.2 Motivation to the research area
The main goal of any company is long-term survival and to be able to provide useful
output to their customers. For the companies operating network facilities, this is made
through the decisions regarding how to utilise resources in dispersed locations.
Furthermore, in order to remain competitive, all facilities in a manufacturing network
must be integrated into a global manufacturing strategy; which is defined as a
coordinated aggregation (network) of intra-firm facilities located in different places
(Bartlett and Goshal 1989; Ferdows 1997; Rudberg and Olhager 2003). Accordingly, the
research area ‘IMN’ has received considerable attention in the literature. There are two
central core elements around which the research on IMNs builds around, the
configuration of network facilities and the issues of coordination (Porter, 1986).
Configuration indicates the location of facilities, and the inter-facility allocation of
resources along the value chain (Meijboom and Vos, 1997). Coordination refers to the
question of how to integrate the production and distribution facilities to achieve the
strategic objectives of a company (Hayes et al., 2005). Recently, in their literature
review on IMN, Cheng et al. (2015) reported that issues of implementation of
international manufacturing, i.e. craft of network management remains unclear, and
hence can be an extent for future research.
As discussed previously, the second core element central to this thesis is the
reshoring of manufacturing facilities from globally dispersed locations. Research about
reshoring has mainly focused on its reasons which are mostly linked to economic
factors; for instance, increased cost structure, lack of skilled human resources, product
quality etc. (Foerstl et al. 2016; Fratocchi et al. 2016). In this regard, elements relating
to the operation of dispersed facilities (for instance, capabilities of network
manufacturing) have been less investigated. Hence, it is essential for managers to
understand such capabilities that are central to support the objectives of networkmanufacturing; and based on that, identify what capabilities they need to manage
activities in dispersed facilities according to their priorities. Thus it is of interest to
investigate the relevance of network operation to the phenomenon of manufacturing
reshoring.

5
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1.3 Research problem and purpose of the study
A manufacturing network is defined as a group of globally dispersed facilities of one
multinational corporation that delineates a certain style of organisational structure for
the whole network, and holds responsibility and control over those facilities (Cheng et
al. 2015; Colotla et al. 2003). Management of activities in international manufacturing
network plays an important role in the performance and profitability of global
companies (Ferdows, 1997a). Hence, it has become an important task for manufacturing
companies to actively coordinate the facilities in a network.
There two main reasons why this thesis focuses on operational issues of
international manufacturing. First, in the extant literature, there have been notable
reserach in the area of configuration of international manufacturing and the operation
of individual plants in a network or supply chain. However, the operation of networks
consist of multiple facilities of a company have not been explained sufficiently. For
instance, studies were either to describe how the companies can manage their
operations in order to facilitate the network coordination (Rudberg and West, 2008), or
to allocate products and volumes to individual facilities (Ferdows, 2006). Also, attention
was paid to the diffusion of knowledge and production experience focusing on learning
from other facilities in a network. In their literature review on IMN, Cheng et al. (2015)
stated that as compared to the number of studies in OM deal with IMN configuration,
less attention has been devoted to coordination issues. Besides, Ferdows et al. (2016)
assert that there is a lack of management tools regarding international manufacturing
networks. Therefore, it is interesting and relevant to investigate the management of IMN
not only considering the interaction between coordination and configuration but also to
look for the impact of other elements on the coordination of dispersed facilities. In doing
so, this research considers the relevance of competitive priorities (which are linked to
the strategic decision of the company) and the focus of locating abraod, to the
coordination of IMN.
Second, companies bringing its previously offshored facilities or activities back
to home or nearby countries, that is the phenomenon of reshoring have been widely
discussed in the popular press (e.g. The Economist, 2013; Wilkinson, Gregory, and
Arnold, 2015). However, coverage of this topic in the academic literature is limited
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(Foerstl, Kirchoff and Bals, 2016). In the extant literature, reshoring decisions being
viewed as either a thoughtful response to exogenous changes (Fratocchi et al. 2015;
Martínez-Mora and Merino 2014) or a correction of prior misjudgement (Gray et al.
2013; Kinkel and Maloca 2009). In addition, the motivations related to changes in the
external environment usually regards the host-country context, for example, raising
costs, scarcity of skilled workers, poor product quality, etc. as compared to the home
country. Recently, Bals et al. (2016) suggested that additional perspectives need to be
taken into account for a further understanding on reshoring. Thus, concerning an
extended view to dig down the phenomenon of reshoring, this research argues for the
value of looking at the interaction of resources and activities within multiples facilities
in a network.
In order to fulfil the purpose of the thesis, given the above discussion, it has been
divided into two research questions.
RQ1: How does the strategic objective of international manufacturing affect
the management of IMN? This part of the thesis emphases on the consideration of
competitive priorities and the focus of offshored facilities in the coordination of
activities of international manufacturing.
RQ2: How do the capabilities linked to network operation infer the reshoring
phenomenon? Specifically, in relation to the coordination of activities in dispersed
facilities, this part of the thesis stress that a better understanding of reshoring can be
achieved by adopting the views on capabilities of network-manufacturing operation.

1.4 Research scope and delimitations
It is essential for any type of research to consider narrowing down the scope of
investigation in order to cope with validity and reliability aspects (Booth, Colomb and
Williams, 2003). Hence, it is fundamental to define the boundaries and delimitations of
each research problem. Based on this rationality, the scope of this thesis does not
consider investigating the interaction between IMN and other functional networks,
covering interdependent coordination among different members of a supply chain.
Instead, the scope of the investigation is limited to the management of intra-firm
network-manufacturing. The difference between the manufacturing network along the
ownership dimension and the supply chain networks is illustrated in
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Figure 1.2. A line is drawn at the borders of the focal company, hence excluding the
interaction with other members of supply chain from the investigation. Therefore, by
focusing on internal manufacturing networks, decisions are in the hands of the company
we study.

Figure 1.2 Difference between international manufacturing network and supply chain network
(source: Rudberg and Olhager, 2003)

The literature on manufacturing networks can typically be divided into the
research related to the configuration and the coordination of the network. In order to
maintain the research focus, this thesis looks at the coordination aspect of IMN. The
reason is that, thought of as an infrastructural process coordination is related to the
management of a network and refers to the integration of facilities to achieve the firm’s
strategic objectives (Cheng, Farooq and Johansen, 2015).

1.5 Research design and methodology
This thesis comprises two empirical studies that constitute the foundation of the
research problem. Each study attempts to answer one research question. Table 1.1
illustrates the methodological approach along with the objective/s of the studies,
depending on the nature of the research question. Empirical studies are presented in
Chapter 4 and 5, respectively.
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Table 1.1 Research design landscape of the doctoral thesis
Theoretical
frame of
reference

Research Research
design
question

Methodology of
data collection

Method of
data analysis

A descriptive
study of twelve
semi-structured
interviews with
four international
manufacturing
companies based
in Sweden.

Content
analysis,
thematic
analysis,
crosscomparison
between case
companies.

An exploratory
study of nine
the problems arising in the
semi-structured
operation of dispersed
interviews with
facilities; and explore how the three companies.
Among them two
strategic capabilities of
are based in
network manufacturing
Spain, another
linked to the reshore decision. one is based in
Sweden.

Content
analysis.
Within-case
analysis, and
cross-case
analysis.

Objective/ Purpose

RQ1: How does the strategic objective of
international manufacturing affect the
management of IMN?
RQ2: How do the capabilities
linked to network operation infer
the reshoring phenomenon?

Exploratory qualitative research.
Multiple case studies.

Manufacturing strategy process.
Manufacturing network, a focus on strategic capabilities of network operation.
Coordination mechanisms in multinational corporations.
Resource-based views (RBV) on manufacturing in disperse location.

This study aims to explore
how the companies manage
their activities in globally
dispersed facilities.
This involves exploring how
coordination is being applied
in the network facilities; how
the mechanisms of
coordination are linked to
competitive priorities; and
how these vary across
different focuses of offshored

This study aims to describe

1.6 Thesis structure
This doctoral thesis is organised in a monograph format, i.e., it follows the traditional
thesis chapters. The manuscript has six chapters, in the following these are discussed
briefly.
Chapter 1 presents a holistic view of the research problem, theoretical
underpinnings, and research design and methodology overview of the body of
knowledge. It describes the problem situation with an introduction to the background,
significance, research objectives, questions, research design and focus, and thesis
disposition. This chapter is important in particular, because it encapsulated the
rationale for the ‘why’, ‘how’ and ‘what’ that it has been analysed during the four-year
doctoral research.
9
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Chapter 2 provides critical analysis of previous studies, theories and concepts.
The literature review provides a broad understanding of the theoretical underpinnings
of the research questions, and arguments. Finally, this chapter conclude by providing a
theoretical frame of reference to the research problem.
Chapter 3 highlights the research design aspects of the problem, such as research
philosophy, approach, methods for collecting data, data coding and data analysis
techniques. It also discusses the validity and reliability aspects of the research.
Two empirical studies -each concerns for distinct research question of this
thesis- are presented in Chapter-4 and -5. These chapters analyse the empirical data
collected through in-depth case studies and company information. Moreover, literature
section of these chapters provide a critical examination of the research gap for respective
question.
Chapter 6 presents the findings obtained in two studies by analysing the
empirical data. Since it is essential to relate the findings to the existing literature, this
chapter discusses the findings in the light of network-manufacturing literature. This
chapter also concludes the thesis by outlining the contribution of this research to the
body of knowledge as well as the limitations. The chapter ends with underlining the
implications, and suggests directions for future research.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

The purpose of this chapter is to position the research presented in this thesis to
existing literature. The major areas of interest are: manufacturing strategy,
international manufacturing network, and manufacturing reshoring. At the end, it
provides the reader with the conceptual framework of this research.

11
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2.1 Introduction
The research problem, investigating the operational issues of IMN and its role in the
phenomenon of reshoring, combines the topics of international business and
manufacturing strategy literature. In particular, in the context of manufacturing in
globally dispersed facilities, this thesis focuses on the importance of management of
multinational corporations. Moreover, this research views the phenomenon of
reshoring as driven by the operational issues of international manufacturing networks,
rather than, for example, reasons belongs to the changes (as compared to the home
facility/country) in the host country characteristics.
The purpose of this chapter is to position the research presented in this thesis to
existing literature. It covers the theories and assumptions that underpin the research
objectives of the thesis. Accordingly, this chapter provides an overview of the previous
research and studies, on (i) manufacturing strategy, (ii) international manufacturing
networks, and (iii) manufacturing reshoring, in order to position this research to fit into
the existing body of knowledge. Furthermore, literature review section of empirical
studies of this thesis (in chapter 4 and chapter 5) examines previous research in order
to highlight the research gap for individual study, as well as to define the specific
research question.
The remaining part of the chapter is organised in the following manner. Sections
2.2 and 2.3, reviews the concept of network-manufacturing management aspects in the
light of manufacturing strategy. The discussion progresses to review the concept and
theoretical positioning of reshoring phenomenon (section 2.4). The chapter ends with a
research framework for this thesis.

2.2 Manufacturing strategy
Manufacturing strategy (MS) has been interpreted by various researchers. Skinner
(1964; 1969) is the pioneer in defining the concept of MS, who refers this to exploiting
certain properties of the manufacturing function as a competitive weapon thus helps to
derive a competitive advantage from manufacturing. Hayes and Wheelwright (1984)
defined MS as a consistent pattern of decision making in the manufacturing function
which is linked to the business strategy. Eventually, the business strategy defines how
the functional areas required to cooperate in order to achieve desired competitive
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advantages (Miltenburg, 2005). Hill (1986) views manufacturing strategy as a
coordinated approach, which strives to achieve consistency between functional
capabilities and policies for success in the marketplace. Furthermore, Hayes and
Wheelwright (1984) and Skinner (1964) characterised MS as a pattern of many
individual decisions that affect the ability of the firm to meet long-term objectives.
The extant body of literature on MS can be divided into content and process
related work. The content related area address issues like manufacturing capabilities,
strategic choices, competitive priorities, best practices and performance measurement;
while the process related area refers to the way the strategic manufacturing decisions
are made (Dangayach and Deshmukh, 2001). Hayes and Wheelwright (1984) proposed
a set of eight decision categories: four structural categories, i.e. capacity, facilities,
technology, and vertical integration; and four infrastructural categories, i.e. workforce,
organisation, quality and production planning. Operating decisions are the decisions the
plant makes in the structural and infrastructural categories. According to Boyer and
Lewis (2002), there is general agreement among researchers about the following
competitive priorities being the content of manufacturing strategy: cost, quality,
delivery, and flexibility. Competitive priorities guide the structural and infrastructural
decisions for manufacturing, and those lead to the development of manufacturing
capabilities. That is, manufacturers ability to compete on the dimensions of competitive
priorities relative to competitors in its target markets. Miller and Roth (1994) create a
framework for manufacturing strategies, considering a cluster analysis based on
competitive capabilities. It seems that, there exists a common agreement on which areas
should be included in a manufacturing strategy (Dangayach and Deshmukh, 2001).
Process aspects of manufacturing strategy include design, development and
implementation of MS. Based on empirical data collected from manufacturing
executives, Anderson et al. (1991) proposed a methodology for the process of
manufacturing strategy development and implementation. An investigation made by
Marucheck et al. (1990), concluded that the formulation of manufacturing strategies
mostly follows general conceptual models. Moreover, the implementation process is a
less structured and more behaviorally oriented process than strategy formulation. To
understand implications of the implementation of a developed MS strategy, Persson
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(1991) stressed the need for open-minded people. Mills et al. (1995) have given a detailed
framework for strategy process, which has been tested (Platts et al., 1998). The
frameworks for strategy process usually propose a particular approach for
implementing the developed MS; however, do not discuss in detail about how and where
decisions on manufacturing strategy are made. Moreover, they merely consider
explicitly or talked about how the process is affected when there are multiple facilities
involved in a manufacturing process. Hence, more research is needed on the
implementation part of the MS, especially considering how the decisions be made in the
multi-facility manufacturing.

2.3 International Manufacturing Network
A manufacturing network is defined as a group of geographically dispersed facilities of
one multinational corporation that states a certain style of organisational structure for
them, as well as holds the responsibilities and control over those facilities (Cheng,
Farooq and Johansen, 2015). Early literature on manufacturing networks came from
factory management literature, and they tended to perceive the network as a number of
individual facilities (Shi and Gregory, 1998). Essentially, each factory was treated as a
separate facility, and the issues of networking were ignored (Schmenner, 1982), which
was because the manufacturing was fairly geographically concentrated even if the
markets are global.
The phenomenon of globalisation has begun in the late nineteenth century;
however, it was not until the 1960s that the role of manufacturing –rather than general
globalisation economics- came into focus. Skinner (1964) was the pioneer who outlined
some of the problems facing American companies those wanted to access to
international operations. His identified problems were mostly related to different
environments that require different types of management practice. Yip (1989) describes
this environment using the term ‘industry globalisation drivers’, grouped into four
categories -market, cost, governance, and competition. With the growing realisation of
international production, several key theories were applied to the internationalisation
process, in order to explain the international production of MNCs. For instance,
internationalisation theory (Buckley, 1990), internationalisation process model
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(Johanson and Vahlne, 1977), eclectic theory (Dunning, 1988), transaction cost theory
(Williamson, 1971).
With the passage of time, in the late 1980s, several contributions were made in
the area of global manufacturing vis-à-vis global strategy. For example, Ferdows (1989,
1997b), Shi et al. (1997), and Shi and Gregory (1998) attempted to link the concepts of
manufacturing strategy with international strategy and/or international business.
Accordingly, studies on international manufacturing paid more attention to multifacility discussions, and IMN gradually became one of the research foci. Meanwhile, an
IMN is viewed as a factory network with matrix connections, underlying the need for a
wide perspective covering geographic dispersion and interdependent coordination
(Cheng, Farooq and Johansen, 2015). Researchers have in common in the categorisation
of exploration dimensions. Porter (1986) organised networks according to their
geographical dispersion and the need for coordination. Kogut (1990) distinguished
between the initial (intention to locate in disperse regions: access to raw materials, cost
and skill difference, and penetration of markets) and sequential (coordinated
management of global networks). Therefore, the research on IMN has built around the
two main dimensions: dispersion of global facilities and coordinated factory networks
(Shi and Gregory, 2005).
2.3.1

Literature related to international manufacturing network (IMN)
analysis

Companies operating a network of dispersed manufacturing facilities might have
potential to benefit from the individual capabilities of each facility as well as from
distinct advantages or capabilities derived from the network itself. The literature of
manufacturing strategy provides several insights on the management of individual plant
but is relatively less developed in the area of international operation, with few models
for the management of IMN. Some scholars, for example, Shi and Gregory (1998)
analysed the manufacturing system concept and develop new knowledge about IMN.
Recently, Cheng et al. (2015) reviewed the literature of IMN, and opines that IMN can
see as a manufacturing system concept with many different characteristics from the
typical model. In previous studies, researchers (e.g. Bartlett and Goshal, 1989;
Meijboom and Vos, 1997; Shi and Gregory, 1998; and Rudberg and Olhager, 2003) have
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distinguished the decision-making process related to IMN as those concerning
‘configuration’ and ‘coordination’. These are outlined in the following subsections.
2.3.1.1

Network configuration

Configuration indicates the location of facilities and the inter-facility allocation of
resources along the value chain (Meijboom and Vos 1997). It primarily addresses the
structural decisions regarding the design of a multi-facility network. The configuration
defines at which and in how many locations the value chain activities are performed.
Multi-facility research is dominated by various types of location-based criteria (Dubois
et al. 1993; Dunning 2009). Accordingly, much of the available literature on
configuration deals with identifying the drivers for allocating manufacturing facilities in
specific location (Dubois et al., 1993; Ferdows, 1989, 1997b; Meijboom and Vos, 1997;
Vos, 1991). The main levers for configuration adjustments are the facility characteristics
(size, the focus of the facility, capabilities), geographic dispersion, the degree of vertical
integration and organisation structure (Miltenburg, 2009). Hayes and Wheelwright
(1984) argued that strategy for configuration of mulitple-facilities require choices
regarding the size, location and specialisation of individual facilities, and an
understanding of the interaction of these decisions. In this way, scholars proposed some
schemes for network classification in order to detect the flaws and advantages of
different configuration, also to ensure focused factory operations. For example, Vos
(1991) defines three different location decisions, vis. new production location,
production relocation, and reallocation of production.
IMN configuration typologies. In terms of which types of manufacturing
networks are predominant, a number of typologies or classification about IMN
configuration have proposed. The work of Prahalad and Doz, (1987) find two key
dimensions of the design of a network value-chain; pressure for global integration and
pressure for local responsiveness (see Figure 2.1). According to them, global businesses
typically have high pressures for global integration and low pressure for responsiveness,
and market-oriented or locally responsive businesses have low pressures for global
integration and high pressures for local responsiveness. The former one is more on a
product emphasis whereas the latter has its emphasis on a geographical area.
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Figure 2.1 Classification of manufacturing networks. (Source: Prahalad and Doz, (1987))

Shi and Gregory (1998) added significantly to the structure of the research on
manufacturing network. In this, they propose an international configuration map,
which groups seven network configurations into four blocks along two dimensions:
degree of geographic dispersion (worldwide, multinational, regional, and domestic) and
coordination conditions in IMN (multi-domestic vs global orientation). This map
provides an overall view of the evolution of IMN configuration, in which authors portray
the relationship among the configuration, characteristics of the networks and their
transformation trajectories.
In the configuration of international manufacturing, the concept of plant roles
started from the roles of subsidiaries in multinationals. Ferdows (1997b) identified six
plant types (offshore, source, server, contributor, outpost, and lead plant), and made an
interesting assertions on the evolution of strategic roles that can be expected.
Eventually, Ferdows model has gained academic recognition, and being cosidered as the
starting point for further research (e.g. Meijboom and Vos, 1997; Meijboom and
Voordijk, 2003; Feldmann and Olhager, 2013; Golini et al., 2014). More recently,
Ferdows (2009) extended his original model about strategic plant roles to a model for
IMNs. Based on two dimensions –product and process-, IMN configurations can be
grouped along a continuum ranging from ‘foot-loose’ to ‘rooted’. Hayes et al., (2005)
suggested four network configurations: horizontal (product-focused) network, vertical
(process-focused) network, mixed network, and orchestrated (collaborative with one
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hub) network; and indicate that a given network cannot do everything equally well. In
this vein, Miltenburg (2009) provides a strategic framework for designing the
configuration of IMN.
2.3.1.2

Network coordination

The IMN coordination comprises the organisation and management of worldwide
dispersed activities (Friedli et al., 2014). Such coordination defines how the production
and distribution facilities are interconnected and linked in order to realise the
company’s strategy. Coordination is considered as an infrastructural process of IMN, as
this is related to the management of a network (Cheng, Farooq and Johansen, 2015). In
their review of the literature on IMN, Cheng et al. (2015) identified three streams of
studies on coordination: the introduction of practices related to IMN coordination, the
transfer of production technologies and knowledge, and the optimization of physical
distribution. Following paragraphs illustrate relevant literature linked to above streams.
Companies operating manufacturing in globally dispersed facilities, based on
their accumulated experience, have their practices in terms of structured tools,
processes, and methods. Mascarenhas (1984) analysed the data from 25 multinational
companies, and provide insights into how manufacturing interdependence among
country subsidiaries is coordinated. Furthermore, his study examines the relationship
between the use of coordination modes (interpersonal methods, system-sensitive,
compensation

system,

and

personal

communication)

and

manufacturing

interdependence; and proposes three communication patterns (communication with top management, -the central manufacturing staff group, -among country-subsidiary
managers). Detailed examination of a model, developed at Ericsson Radio Systems in
the mid-1990s, Rudberg and West (2008) showed that how companies can manage their
international operations to facilitate the coordination of their manufacturing networks.
They focus mostly on the blending of cost competitiveness, flexibility and
innovativeness.
A significant analysis and discussion on the stream ‘the transfer of production
technologies and knowledge’ was presented by Ferdows (2006). He proposed a
framework for classifying the different typologies of production know-how. In addition,
his work suggests different primary transfer mechanisms: starting from the use of
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manuals and standard practices to the involvement of many experts in project working.
In a study conducted by Deflorin et al. (2012), it was shown that the lead factory concept
benefits from an efficient knowledge transfer. They also described the conditions under
which the lead factory concept is advantageous for transferring knowledge within an
intra-firm network. In a study, investigating the impact of complexity on knowledge
transfer in manufacturing networks, Lang et al. (2014) described when it is beneficial to
create production knowledge within a central unit and transfer it to geographically
dispersed facilities.
In the analysis of optimisation of physical distribution, previous studies
addressed the allocation of products and volumes to plants, and the production and
distribution of products and orders within a network (Rudberg and Olhager, 2003).
Numerous studies (e.g., Chan et al. 2005; Das and Sengupta 2009; Yuan et al. 2012)
that describe the optimisation of production allocation problem are attempted to
consider node characteristics (for instance, plant location, production capacity and
workload allocation, and production cost) and link characteristics (for instance,
transportation cost), and are conerned about mathematical models. Moreover, the
research on the optimisation has its origins either in logistics and material management,
and/or demand management, order fulfilment and procurement.
2.3.1.3

Integration of configuration and coordination

It has been demonstrated that, compared to the studies dealing with configuration less
attention has been devoted to the issues of coordination in IMN (see. Cheng et al. 2015,
and Pontrandolfo and Okogbaa 1999). Moreover, Meijboom and Vos (1997)
demonstrated that configuration and coordination aspects of IMN are mostly addressed
in different branches of literature, and are seldom integrated. In order to obtain an
overall view of IMN, attempts have been made to integrate these two aspects (e.g. Shi
and Gregory 1998; Rudberg and West 2008). Depending upon Ferdow’s plant role
typology, Shi and Gregory (1998) illustrated the relationship between coordination and
configuration issues; and highlighted that identification of network capabilities was an
important step in realising that there is more to the network than the sum of its linkages
and nodes. They further classified the networks (see Table 2.1), using the principal
dimensions provided by Porter (1986). That is, the degree of geographic dispersion
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(ranging from domestic to worldwide) in one side and the need for coordination
(ranging from multi-domestic to global network) on the other dimension. This
classification gives in total seven different IMN types; since the combination of domestic
and multi-domestic orientation is not an international manufacturing network.

Table 2.1 Classification of international manufacturing network (Adapted from Shi and Gregory, 1998)

Meanwhile, Rudberg and Olhager (2003) analyse the network manufacturing
from the operations strategy perspective, and presents a typology for analysing the
network system which results in the proposition of four basic network configurations.
Moreover, they argued that the coordination within the network is contingent upon the
configuration types, which results in four coordination approaches corresponding to
four configurations (see Figure 2.2). In the approach ‘utilise’, the need for coordination
is extremely limited since it is about utilising the existing resources. Coordination of
multiple facilities of a single company –titled as optimize in figure 2.2- is focused on
addressing the allocation of products and volumes to the individual facilities, and the
production and distribution of products and others within the network. In the supply
chain of multiple organisations each with a single facility, the coordination (titled as
synchronize), mostly focused on optimisation of the internal operations only. Whereas,
in dealing with multiple organisations with multiple facilities, the levels of coordination
(titled here harmonize) are beyond optimisation and synchronisation. In this inter-firm
network, coordination needs to deal with the use of facilities, peoples, finance, and
systems.
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Figure 2.2 Coordination is contingent upon the network configuration
(Adapted from: Rudberg and Olhager, 2003)

Recently, a new term ‘manufacturing footprint design’ has been derived from the
practice of leading companies, and it quickly becomes an interesting spanner in the
company toolbox (Shorten, Pfitzmann and Mueller, 2005). This design is the process of
developing right network of manufacturing plants around the globe by considering the
integration of configuration and coordination. That is, it tries to answer –where to locate
the facilities, what their roles and how they should interact with each other. However,
yet the development of this tool is in an early stage because it’s not well addressed by
the researchers.
2.3.2

Manufacturing strategy and its deployment in networks

As discussed in previous subsections, there are several reasons for firms to choose
international manufacturing. Researchers have addressed the issues of going abroad in
the company’s strategy for manufacturing. Most prior studies in the development of
international manufacturing configuration, management’s role -particularly in
manufacturing- has been neglected (Dunning, 1988). Moreover, prior studies have
approached international investment decisions from finance and economics perspective
rather than internally generated priorities linked to manufacturing. Dubois et al. (1993)
attempted to merge two complementary streams of research from the international
business and manufacturing strategy literature through the development and
application of a framework. They establish a link between international sourcing
decisions and manufacturing strategy decisions. Their study also identify technology
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intensity as an important criteria when it comes to the decision related to international
manufacturing. MacCormack et al. (1994) introduced a four-phased framework for
deciding on manufacturing locations. The phases are: (i) establish the critical success
factors of a business, the degree of global orientation, and the necessary manufacturing
support, (ii) assess the options for regional manufacturing configuration, (iii) define a
set of potential sites, and (iv) rank the cost-effective solutions. Miltenburg (2005)
creates a framework for international manufacturing, which is very similar to the
framework for formulating a manufacturing strategy (Miltenburg 2009). Miltenburg
(2009) attempted to incorporate several aspects of international manufacturing into
one framework. The core ideas of Shi and Gregory’s network manufacturing capabilities,
and Ferdow’s strategic plant roles were considered in the development of his model.
That is, the model has raised and tied together with different concepts that were studied
separately in earlier literature.

2.4 Manufacturing reshoring
Locating manufacturing in globally competitive locations is increasingly considered as
a source of competitive advantage (Porter 1994, Tate et al. 2014). Which is why, from
the mid-twentieth century most of the companies in the developed countries were
looking forward to the cross-border establishments –renowned as offshoring-, in order
to achieve benefits from lower labour cost and widening of the market (Norton and Rees,
1979). However, “not all offshored production has resulted in the expected cost benefits
and has created a multitude of problems in terms of poor quality, long lead times and
slow response, high levels of inventories in the supply chain, and coordination and
control problems” [Mefford, (2010), p.303]. In recent years, there has been a growing
interest in the phenomenon of manufacturing relocation; that is, movement of previous
offshored manufacturing activities back to home or nearby locations. This includes both
partial and full reversal of previous offshoring decisions. US firms are the first mover in
this strategy; Tate et al. (2014) report that 40% of their studied 319 companies were
actively reshoring. Many European firms are facing the challenges of high volatility in
customer demands, rapid fluctuations in the currency rates, as well as changes in the
suppliers’ operational flexibility and pricing; that are forcing them to continuously
reconsider their production location decisions (Arlbjørn and Mikkelsen, 2014; Kinkel,
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2012; 2014). The phenomenon of transferring or moving manufacturing facility from
host location comes with many connotations in the literature.
Back-shoring: “Moving production in the opposite direction of offshoring and
outsourcing is termed as back-shoring or insourcing” [Arlbjørn and Mikkelsen (2014),
p.155]. Re-concentration of parts of production from own foreign locations as well as
from foreign suppliers to the domestic production side of the company (Kinkel and
Maloca, 2009). Back-shoring is the relocation of facility/s into the home country, and
wholly owned by the home company.
Reshoring: Moving manufacturing back to the country of its parent company
(Ellram et al., 2013). According to Gray et al. (2013), reshoring is -fundamentally
concerned with where manufacturing activities are to be performed, independent of who
is performing the manufacturing activities in question- a location decision only, as
opposed to a decision regarding location and ownership. The objective of reshoring is to
fulfil the local market demand, where ownership is kept in the two types of reshoring:
in-house reshoring and reshoring for insourcing; and ownership remains to the third
party in reshoring for outsourcing, and outsourced reshoring types (more on Gray et al.,
2013).
Back-reshoring: Fratocchi et al., (2014) made a synopsis from the previous
articles to draw the definition of back reshoring, and defined it as ‘the reverse decision
of previous off-shoring process which might be whole or part of the plant, moreover it
is essentially a decision to relocate irrespective of the ownership mode in the host
country’. They tried to include all movements of manufacturing decision into this
definition.
There are some other concepts those are from international business literature such as ‘foreign divestment’, ‘de-internationalization’, and ‘international divestment’does not captures some of the key features of back shoring; for instance, out-sourced
production (Pennings and Sleuwaegen, 2000), relocation of manufacturing activities in
the home or other country (Belderbos and Zou, 2006), divestment from whole
subsidiary i.e., not a specific or single production line.
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2.4.1

Theoretical perspectives on reshoring

International trade theories, international business theories, and strategic management
theories have been adopted to explain the production location decisions, and the same
could also be possible to explain the reshoring phenomenon (Fratocchi et al., 2016).
International trade theories focus on the relevance of production cost differences
and the factor endowments between countries. In addition, these theories points on the
specialisation of production and cross-border transactions. According to MartínezMora and Merino (2014), reshoring decisions reflect the changes in the availability and
cost of factors between countries when they change the factor endowments as well as
competitive advantages; hence, restore the attractiveness of production in the home
country. Mcivor (2013) studied the transaction cost and capability perspective on
(re)location decision, and concluded that efficiency of governance structure and the
search for competitive advantage are issues when making a location decision.
Williamson (2008) points to the high coordination and incentive costs that firms may
face in the offshore location as compared to the home country. Moreover, some scholars
(e.g. Kinkel and Maloca, 2009; Mcivor 2013) highlighted that geographical and cultural
distance could raise the risk of opportunistic behaviour by the offshore facility. All these
results in an unsustainable cost to foster the decision to reshore manufacturing facilities
from dispersed locations. Hence, resource-based view (RBV) and the transaction cost
theory as well be advocated to explain reshoring.
Internalisation theory of Buckley and Casson (1976), and the eclectic paradigm
of Dunning (1980) were developed with the aim to explain the international expansion
decisions of firms. Internalisation theory looks direct control over firm-specific,
knowledge-based scarce resources, and capabilities in the most effective way for a firm
to internationalise its activities. This theory applies the concept of transaction-cost and
resource-based view theories to explain the efficiency aspects of MNC (Rugman, 2010).
While the eclectic paradigm aims to explain the choice regarding international
production by asking three questions: why -clarified by ownership advantage, how internalisation of know-how and value-adding activities, and where -the locational
issues. Ownership advantage refers to the intangible assets of a company, for example,
the management model and innovative capacity. Locational advantage relates to the
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benefits in the input of production regarding price, quality and productivity, as well as
the lower cost of transportation and communication. Internalisation-incentive
advantage indicates the advantage gained from controlling specific activities by the
company as its core competence, rather than transferring or outsourcing these activities
to others. ‘The final decision on which a firm should locate its production will depend
on the character of its advantages and the extent to which one location helps to
internalise intermediate product markets better than another” [Meijboom and Vos
(1997), p.794]. These theories have also been applied to the international
reconfiguration of firms (Fratocchi et al., 2016). For instance, a recent study by Ellram
(2013) reports that reshoring can originate from changes in location-specific
advantages, more precisely changes in the characteristics of the home and host
locations. Dachs and Kinkel (2013) explain the reshoring from the perspective:
deterioration over time of ownership and internalisation advantages on which the initial
offshoring decisions were made. Hence, these can be described according to Dunning’s
eclectic paradigm. Martínez-Mora and Merino (2014) highlights the governance choice
–the cost of managing ownership in a distant location- as an element for relocation
decision of international companies. In addition, Buckley and Casson (2011) observe
that (re)location of facilities and the ownership influence each other.
The studies presented thus far in the above two paragraphs provide evidence
that firms have correct information that was relevant to the location decision. That is,
reshoring decision is reflected as their rational reaction to changing conditions (Gray et
al., 2013). However, there is literature focusing on motivations of reshoring, which
viewed the reshoring decision as a correction of prior misjudgement (e.g. Kinkel and
Maloca 2009) or as a more strategic and deliberate response to exogenous or
endogenous changes (Fratocchi et al. 2015; Martínez-Mora and Merino 2014). In
addition, Kinkel and Maloca (2009) emphasize that SMEs can suffer from lack of knowhow, and competent personnel for cross-border management during the planning and
implementation of internationalisation initiatives. In a similar vein, Gray et al. (2013)
also highlighted that the decision-making process of production location choice is
affected by inappropriate selection criteria; for example, little consideration of total cost
analysis. Firms under this category tend to base their internationalisation decision on
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simple, static criteria that do not adequately account for the impact of the dynamics and
the uncertainties of offshoring. Once they gain experience from operating abroad,
updated assessment of the critical factors pushes them to revise their prior decisions.
On the other hand, Mugurusi and de Boer (2014) demonstrated that reshoring is a key
strategic choice, “more than just a geographical shift of operations. It is also a
reconfiguration of systems.” (p.291). In their review, Fratocchi et al. (2016) mentioned
three (out of sixteen) motivations or drivers of reshoring are an example of strategic
choice linked to the home country: subsidies for reshoring, higher flexibility in the home
country, and high unemployment rate in the home country.

2.5 Framework of the thesis
Following the literature, manufacturing strategy acts as a competitive weapon that helps
to derive a competitive advantage. In other words, individual company’s strategic vision
and the core of competitive advantage are mirrored in the decision of its manufacturing
strategy. According to Hill (1994), this core can be operationalised along the factors:
cost, quality, delivery, and flexibility. For instance, a defined combination of these
factors (e.g. product with high quality, extended flexibility, and fast delivery) acts as
guiding vehicle for a company’s manufacturing strategy. Collectively, the competitive
priorities delineate firm’s manufacturing strategy (Dubois, Toyne and Oliff, 1993).
Meanwhile, depending upon the internationalisation decision of a company the
customer as well market/s selected by the business strategy have specific requirements.
According to Miltenburg (2009), each product in each market has specific market
requirements regarding cost, quality, flexibility, delivery, etc. Hence, companies through their manufacturing strategy- needed to translate those requirements into their
competitive priorities (Skinner, 1969).
International manufacturing configuration strategies are typically realised
allowing to the characteristics of product/s, customers and the target market. The
network configuration defines how proximity to markets, competitors, suppliers,
resources, and other assets; and how important the economies of scale and scope. The
configuration will always be designed first, since only after the answer to the question –
where and how to server the customers-, firms can specify other requirements for the
interplay of its activities.
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Next, the coordination of activities within the network facilities, that is the way
the activities among the facilities cooperate and compete with each other, is designed.
Coordination decisions can only be made depending on the network configuration since
the network coordination is contingent upon its configuration (Rudberg and West 2008;
Shi and Gregory, 1998). This argument is widely supported by literature. However, the
network coordination does not carefully consider how the priorities are set interactively.
In particular, due to the dependency nature of competitive priorities and network goals
(cf. Colotla et al. 2003), network coordination needs to cover the translated goals from
different priorities of a company. Hence, it is important to investigate the relevance of
competitive priorities in network coordination. This is designed to consider in the first
research question of this thesis.
Eventually, the desired capabilities necessary to achieve the network goals are
realised through a proper balance between network configuration and coordination.
That is, identification of network capabilities is more to the network than the sum of its
linkages and nodes (Shi and Gregory, 1998). For the success of international
manufacturing, the network management of a company defines the capabilities in a set:
how important the proximity to market/customers/resources (accessibility), how
important the achievement of economies of scale and scope (thriftiness), how important
the exchange of knowledge within the network (learning), and how important the
transfer of product/process within network (mobility). In this way, outcomes are
expected to be better than managing independent facilities without integrating the
network perspective.
Finally, it is worth noting that, reshoring motivations are not discussed in
relation to the cross-boarder network management. From a network operation point of
view, bringing poor-performing activities back is also (among others) contingent on the
capabilities to manage facilities in disperse locaitons. Therefore, it is interesting to focus
on the relationship between network-manufacturing capabilities and a failure-inoffshore manufacturing. A topic to which this thesis turn in the second research
question. Figure 2.3 depicts the framework for this thesis.
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Figure 2.3 Conceptual framework for this thesis.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY
In this chapter, the implemented research methods are presented. First, the research
approach is presented, followed by a description of research strategy and design adopted for
this thesis. Then an outline of the data collection is presented. Towards the end of the chapter
the research quality, i.e. validity and reliability, of the study is discussed.
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3.1 Introduction
The ways of understanding of scientific research vary depending on the discipline,
research objectives, and research context. This heterogeneity results in different
methods and approaches to conduct scholarly research and studies. Accordingly, the
research paradigm and research philosophy should be explicitly defined and considered
when conducting scientific research (Darlaston-Jones, 2007). These two issues include
the description of underlying beliefs, perceptions and assumptions towards a selected
phenomenon. Moreover, these concepts influence the approaches from designing the
research to the conclusion (Flowers, 2009). Thus, it is important to identify the
underlying assumptions and paradigms in this research by using appropriate research
methods for collecting and analysing empirical data. In order to clarify the issues
mentioned above, this chapter aims to answer: how was this research designed and
conducted?, and what is the method has been used to collect and analyse empirical data?
At the aggregate level, this chapter presents the general methodological structure that
has been used to deal with the research problem posed in this thesis. Therefore, this
chapter provides an overall view of the data collection and analysis, while the detailed
discussion of the methodology for each study is presented in Chapter-4.
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. First, it explains the philosophical
stance, methodological aspects, and research design composing the thesis. The
discussion on the above three points reflects on how the research paradigm and
philosophy were applied to the selected research problem/s. Next, the discussion
progresses to demonstrate various methods of data collection, which includes case
studies and survey-based methods. This discussion also includes important aspects of
research design, such as case study design, selection of case companies, case sampling,
and justifications of the method used. The discussion is extended to describe the data
analysis of empirical studies that have been conducted. A brief explanation of the
reliability and validity aspects is presented at the end of the chapter.

3.2 Research philosophy and approach
This section aims to discuss the philosophical standpoint of the research conducted in
this thesis. The issues (research philosophy and approach) are important since these are
fundamental aspects associated with the methodology of conducting research.
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3.2.1

Research philosophy

Regarding the philosophy of research and how different research problems should be
viewed and tackled, scholars have different views and beliefs (Gray, 2017). Depending
on this fact, the relationship between theory generation and empirical evidence is
grouped into three philosophical reasoning approaches in literature; namely inductive,
deductive, and abductive. Inductive reasoning concerns theory building concept in
which a researcher starts from observation of a phenomenon, then s/he generates
knowledge (in other words) theory from the observation made. The deductive reasoning
concerns theory testing, here a researcher starts by studying the phenomenon from a
theoretical perspective and then conduct observations in order to test the theory. The
difference between the above two reasoning approaches is illustrated in Figure 3.1. The
abductive reasoning approach is a mixture of both inductive and deductive views. In
order to position research within the existing body of knowledge, it is important to
explain a philosophical stance for scholarly work.

Figure 3.1 Research approaches: inductive vs deductive (source: Vaus 2001)

Given the explorative nature of the research problem vis-à-vis the research
questions, this research aimed at theory extension rather than theory testing. In theory
elaboration research, the researcher may be able to apply an existing general theory in
which the context is not known well enough to obtain sufficient details premises that
could be used in conjunction with a general theory. Also, there is possibility to explore
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the empirical context with more latitude and serendipity. That is successful theory
elaboration centres around the investigation of the context and general theory
simultaneously (Ketokivi and Choi, 2014). This research progresses to analyse the
relationship between various variables with the management of international
manufacturing. Furthermore, it has explored the empirical context –reshoring- to
elaborate the present concerns on theory. Hence, the research philosophy of this thesis
qualitative data analysis. In order to decide on the type of data that is required to answer
the questions of this thesis, the research approach discusses in next section.
3.2.2

Research approach

There is two type of research approaches: qualitative and quantitative. The main
difference between these approaches depends on the two factors; (i) the extent of
knowledge on a particular topic, and (ii) the researcher’s assessment regarding the
nature of phenomenon being studied. The situation where little theoretical support for
a phenomenon is available, and hence it is difficult to develop a precise hypothesis, a
qualitative approach is usually appropriate (Sullivan, 2001). The qualitative research
follows the interpretive perspective or inductive view. In addition, it focuses on
analysing the situation or a phenomenon, and provide an in-depth understanding of the
studied problem. Contrary to this, the quantitative research approach usually follows
positivism paradigm which concerns objectivity and casualty. This is because
quantitative research involves quantifiable data and analysis of empirical data (Bryman
and Bell, 2011).
Based on the above discussion, due to the interpretative nature of the research
undertaken, this thesis follows the strategy of qualitative approach. Nature of this
research allowed for empirical studies which involve various qualitative methods to
collect descriptive, explanatory, and/or contextual data.

3.3 Research strategy and design
Research strategy represents an overall plan to systematically explore the phenomenon
of interest (Marshall and Rossman, 2016). Depending on the type of research
question/s, the extent of control over the behavioural events, and the focus on
contemporary events there are five strategies suggested by Yin (2009). These strategies
are illustrated in Table 3.1. In addition to Yin’s research strategies and their relevant
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situations, there are other elements (e.g. conceptualisation, content analysis, simulation
and modelling, etc.) of research strategies that are implemented in several disciplines of
management research.
Table 3.1 Research strategies (source: Yin 2009)

Based on the discussion of research strategies, that is, considering the types of
the research question and the nature of research problem it is essential to select the
appropriate methods. This thesis employs case study based research method to collect
empirical data. The rationality for selecting this method is based on the best fit among
the research philosophy (e.g., abductive reasoning for theory elaboration), research
problem and research questions (intended to answer how), type and availability of
empirical data, and research constraints. Figure 3.2 depicts the diagram to guide the
research design of this thesis.
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Deciding the research
methods

No

Do the method/s fit with the
research philosophy?

Chapters 1, 2 and 3

Research problem,
Explaining research objective,
Literature search,
Research questions.
Research Constrains.
Research Limitations.

Yes

R Research design: multiple

Study #1

Study #2

Multiple case studies

Multiple case studies

Case selection, data collection, & analysis.

Case selection, data collection, & analysis

Chapter 4 & 5

case-study research

Figure 3.2 Research design for this thesis

Having established the research design, the next sub-sections discusses the logic
for choosing a case study method in this research.
3.3.1

Case study method

A case study aims to investigate a phenomenon within a real-life context, mainly to
collect qualitative data. Adoption of the case-study as a research method has increased
in recent years, within the field of operations management (Ketokivi and Choi 2014;
Voss et al. 2002). This is because case-studies may offer insights into a phenomenon
that might not be achieved with other approaches. Despite the criticism of lack of
objectivity and rigour in using the case study method, careful design and focusing on the
design and implementation issues can overcome any shortcomings in objectivity or
rigour (Rowley, 2002). In this respect, the issues of reliability and validity are quite
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important in developing a case study. How these two aspects were considered in this
research is discussed in section 3.5.
There are three reasons behind the adoption of case-study for this research; (i)
explorative nature of the research problem, (ii) type of research questions that are
designed in two studies, and (iii) type of empirical data required to search for evidence.
These motives are explained in the following three paragraphs, respectively.
The main objective of this thesis is to explore how the companies manage their
manufacturing activities in globally dispersed facilities. This kind of research goal has
an exploratory nature because it allows for an in-depth understanding of the
phenomenon (Stake, 1995). In this regard, a case study is a research strategy which
focuses on understanding the dynamics present within the settings (Eisenhardt, 1989).
Thus, the case study is the most appropriate method for this type of research.
Research questions such as “Why” and “How” are typically investigated by
adopting the case study method whereas questions such as “Who, What, and Where”
are usually investigated by using other research techniques (Yin, 1994). In this regard,
Yin suggests that a case study has three characteristics based on which, researchers can
choose the case study approach amongst other empirical methods. These characteristics
are; type of research question to be answered, the extent of control a researcher has over
actual behavioural events and the degree of focus on contemporary events as opposed
to historical ones. Considering the above characteristics the research questions of these
thesis deal with “how”; hence, the case study method is appropriate to investigate these
questions.
Patton (1990) emphasises that the use of multiple data collection methods
enhance data trustworthiness. The case study research approach provides the
opportunity for multiple data collection methods (Eisenhardt, 1989). Furthermore, this
approach provides an opportunity to use triangulation of combined data collection
methods (Yin, 2003). This triangulation from different sources increases construct
validity of the research methodology. In this regard, studies of this thesis consider
collecting qualitative data from multiple sources, which include interviews and
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documentary evidence. Detailed discussion on data collection methods for each study
are introduced in Chapter 4 and 5.
When choosing to undertake a case study, the design of case-study needs another
important decision regarding either to use single or multiple cases should be taken into
consideration. A single case study gives the opportunity for an in-depth analysis of a
specific context. A multiple case study gives instead the opportunity to demonstrate
similarities and provide stronger evidence from multiple sites (Savin-Baden and Major,
2013). Schell (1992) defines four basic types of case studies on two design parameters:
number of case studies, and number of data sources. As shown in Figure 3.3, Type 1
concerns the situations where there are a single case study and a single unit of analysis.
Type 2 concerns the situations where there are a single case study and multiple units of
analysis, which are embedded in that single case. Type 3 is concerned with the situations
where there are multiple cases but only a single unit of analysis. Type 4 is concerned
with the situation where there are multiple cases and multiple units of analysis. It is
important to consider the proper application of each type. Type 3 is used in the studies
of this thesis because it is appropriate for a holistic cross-comparison between the case
companies, i.e., there are four companies in the study no 1, and three companies in the
study no 2. The detailed design aspects are explained in Chapter 4 and 5, under the
methodology section of each empirical study.

Figure 3.3 Basic types of design for case studies (Source: Schell, 1992)
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3.3.2

Remarks on research method

As an alternative research method, the survey-based approach is a commonly used in
quantitative research. It allows the researcher to collect empirical data on the study
under investigation. The survey-based method has several advantages and is considered
a powerful technique as it allows for using various data analysis techniques such as
descriptive statistical analysis, inferential statistical analysis, and hypothesis testing. It
is also of high objectivity and allows for measuring the reliability and validity, and hence
improves the generalizability of the results (Forza, 2002).
Regarding survey-based method, academics in the field of OM responded with
predominantly deductive survey-based empirical works (Scudder and Hill, 1998). On
the other hand, advocates of case-based research in OM (e.g. Barratt et al. 2011; Voss et
al. 2002) defined qualitative case-study research as empirical research that uses
contextually reach data from bounded real-world settings, in order to investigate a
focused phenomenon. Moreover, contrary to the predefined rigid limits of
questionnaires and models used in survey-based research, case-based qualitative
research can lead to new and creative insights and have high validity with the
practitioners (Voss et al. 2002). With the intent to extent theories (as suggested by
Eisenhardt 1989, and Yan and Gray 1994), and to a explore contemporary phenomenon
in order to better understand the emergence of issues in real world situation, a casestudy approach was considered suitable for this research.

3.4 Data collection and analysis
The main research problem of this thesis is divided into two research questions. These
two research questions are addressed by two separate studies; each employs a multiple
case-study approaches. The following sub-sections present the general description of
the methods used to collect and analyse the data. As a note, case specific discussions are
presented in chapter 4 and 5. Table 3.2 provides an overview of research methods and
data collection for this thesis.
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Table 3.2 Overview of the research methods and data collection employed in this thesis
Research
characteristics

Study conducted
Empirical study #1

Empirical study #2

Research question
covered

RQ1: How does the strategic
objective of international
manufacturing affect the
management of IMN?

RQ2: How do the capabilities linked to
network operation infer the reshoring
phenomenon?

Type of research

Descriptive

Exploratory

Research approach

Qualitative

Qualitative

Research method

Multiple case-study

Multiple case-study

Method of data
collection, and
source of data

Semi-structured interviews.
Documentary analysis: Company
presentation.

Semi-structured interviews.
Documentary analysis: Archival records,
company presentation.

Method of data
analysis

Content analysis, thematic analysis,
cross-comparison between case
companies.

Content analysis. Within-case and crosscase analysis.

Unit of analysis

Intra-firm manufacturing network.

Intra-firm manufacturing network for a
product/product group.

Participants

12 semi-structured interviews, in
four international manufacturing
companies based in Sweden

9 semi-structured interviews in three
companies. Among them, two companies
are based in Spain, another one is based
in Sweden.

The following sub-sections present the general description of the methods used
to collect and analyse the data. As a note, case specific discussions are presented in
chapter 4 and 5.
3.4.1

Semi-structured interviews

Empirical data on network-management, i.e. coordination of dispersed facilities of an
individual firm (for study#1), and data regarding the operation of intra-frim
manufacturing network for a specific product/product group (for study#2) was
collected from the studied companies. Collected data were mostly qualitative according
to the nature of the questions being answered. In addition, quantitative data were
recorded in order to draw the overall picture of the companies.
Data were collected through semi-structured interviews with four companies
located in Sweden and two companies located in Spain. The selection criteria are
discussed in Chapter 4 and 5 for respective studies. Each interview usually lasted
between 3 to 4 hours. The interview questions were developed based on logical
reasoning of the underlying concepts of the research question as well as insights from
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literature. During the interviews, participants were asked to answer open-ended
questions to reflect on their experience and views regarding a set of questions. The main
aim of an interview is to understand the meaning of interviewee’s statements/answers
(Kvale, 1996).
Interview questions were designed systematically to increase the reliability of
the interview method. Questions were guided by the main research question of each
study, in connection to the literature also. Attention was paid to revise the questions
(checked, removed or added when needed), in order to eliminate misinterpretation and
to reduce any ambiguity. Then the questions were finalised and an interview guide was
created. The final version of both studies interview checklist is provided as Appendix.
A total of 28 companies were contacted. From these, six companies agreed to be
interviewed. The case companies were selected based on different characteristics; the
rationale for selecting the number to study is discussed in chapter 4 and 5. For the
purpose of validity and reliability, three persons in each company were selected and
interviewed. These participants were selected based on their relevance to the networklevel decision making and/or implementation. The participants were asked if they could
be contacted again for further clarification about their answers and reflections. This
approach (i.e., standardised interviews) provides a good way to analyse and compare
responses.
The interviews were recorded and then transcribed in order to eliminate any
ambiguity or misinterpretation of the answers. Audio recordings can also provide
unlimited opportunities to refer to a particular interview, and hence avoid researcher
bias and error. More detailed information on the case companies, case profile, and
interviewees’ job role is listed in the methodology section of Chapter 4 and 5
corresponding to the study 1 and 2.
3.4.2

Archival records

Archival records or documentary evidence is a research technique that involves data and
information in written documents from the case companies. The researcher had access
to some company documents including annual reports, company presentation, etc. The
aim of using this technique is to gain an insight into the general information about the
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company and to look for a chain of evidence that supports other sources of data. Thus,
this method provides an opportunity to support the interview analysis. However, these
were not provided directly into the thesis to maintain the privacy policy of studied
companies.
3.4.3

Data analysis

Data were analysed in the light of the methodology proposed by Miles and Huberman
(1994). Which consists of three main phases: (i) data reduction- reducing the qualitative
data through coding, (ii) data display- each case is presented in the within-case analysis
section, and (iii) concluding- using the technique cross-case comparison. To increase
the reliability of the findings, an explanation of each case was tested twice by looking
into the field notes to see how well supported they were.
The interview scripts were coded and supported by documentary evidence to
develop themes and categories using the within-case analysis approach. Thematic
analysis is defined as the process of encoding qualitative information in order to
determine themes that are used to describe, and organise possible observations or
interrupt aspects of a phenomenon (Boyatzis, 1998). Moreover, cross-case analysis
between different cases was conducted to improve the external validity of the studies, as
this analysis allows searching for common evidence. Both the within-case and crosscase analysis approach are thoroughly discussed in the studies in Chapter 4 and 5.

3.5 Research quality: validity and reliability
Establishing research quality is a fundamental step in the research process. Research
has suggested several criteria to assess the quality of case study method. The most
common quality criteria are validity (construct validity, internal validity, external
validity, content validity), and reliability. In the following sub-sections, these aspects are
discussed and agreed for systematic use in both studies of this research.
3.5.1

Validity

Construct validity refers to the ability of a research to use appropriate operational
measures for concepts. It can be improved by establishing strong connections among
the theoretical underpinnings, concepts, arguments, and the mechanisms used to collect
the empirical data. For instance, construct validity of a case-study based research can
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be improved by using multiple sources of evidence and clearly established chains of
evidence (Schell, 1992).
Internal validity refers to the ability of a research to measure what it intends to
measure. It concerns the relationship between results and variables (Gibbert, Ruigrok
and Wicki, 2008). According to Yin (1994, p.35), establishing a causal relationship
whereby certain conditions are shown to lead to other conditions. It can be enhanced by
establishing a strong connection between data analysis and theoretical development.
Hence, this validity measure is more concerned with a quantitative study than a
qualitative. There are three measures to enhance the internal validity (Gibbert et al.
2008): (i) pattern matching between the empirically observed patterns and the
predicted or established ones, (ii) formulating a research framework, and (iii) theory
triangulation.
External validity is concerned with the generalisability of results. That is,
knowing whether a study’s finding can be generalised beyond the immediate case study.
External validity can be enhanced by conducting multiple case studies, or an in-depth
single case study with embedded units of analysis, or by increasing the sample size.
Content validity refers to the ability of a research to cover all aspects of the
attribute being measured. According to McCutcheon and Meredith (1993; p.245),
content validity “concerns how the construct is measured”. Thus, it is crucial during the
data collection phase, especially when designing the draft instrument. Content validity
can be enhanced by examining the literature and having some experts review the
instrument. In other words, the interview questions should postulate the underlying
theoretical concepts and research questions.
3.5.2

Reliability

Reliability is the extent to which a study’s operations can be repeated, with the same
result (Yin 1994). In other words, it refers to the extent to which results are consistent
over time and provide an accurate representation of the total population. Noteworthy
that, reliability assessment in quantitative research differs from that in qualitative
research. In qualitative research, reliability is difficult to measure because of its
interpretive nature. Qualitative research involves many perspectives and possible
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interpretations, in which “there is no benchmark by which one can take repeated
measures and establish reliability in the traditional sense” (Merriam 1988, p. 170). In
this regard, Merriam (1995) emphasises that the replication of a qualitative
investigation will not yield the same results as in case of quantitative research.
Accordingly, her study asserts that instead of reliability, one can strive for
“dependability” or “consistency” concepts suggested by Lincoln and Guba (1985). Based
on this, Merriam (1995) highlights that reliability can be enhanced by ensuring (i)
triangulation of multiple sources of data, and (ii) seeking peers or expecting
examination.
During the research process of two empirical studies of this thesis, several
quality measures and procedures were considered to ensure an acceptable level of
validity and reliability. A full description of these two measures are presented under the
methodology section of respective studies in chapter 4 and 5. Table 3.3 exemplifies the
measures which were taken to enhance the quality aspects of the research in this thesis.
Table 3.3 Overview of the quality measures considered in this thesis
Research quality
aspects

Tactics applied in studies

Construct validity

Enhanced by using multiple sources of evidence, e.g., interviews and
documentary analysis.

Internal validity

Enhanced by theoretical conceptualisation of research questions.

External validity

Ensured by conducting multiple case studies.

Content validity

Enhanced by examining literature, and having expected review the interview
questions.

Reliability

Ensured by:
• Documentation of data and the research procedure, vis. developing and
using case-study protocol.
• Recoding the interviews, transcripts and taking field notes. i.e., developing a
case-study database.
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CHAPTER FOUR: EMPIRICAL WORK # 1
Coordination in International Manufacturing Network

This chapter presents the study conducted to investigate the operation of
dispersed facilities of intra-firm manufacturing networks. The analysis of this
study is intended to answer the first research question of this thesis.
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COORDINATION IN INTERNATIONAL MANUFACTURING
NETWORK

4.1 Introduction to the study
Manufacturing in offshore facilities has been apparent since the 1980s and has become
one of the most important changes made by the companies throughout the world (Jacob
and Strube, 2008). Nowadays, a large number of companies operate their
manufacturing in globally dispersed facilities (Manyika et al., 2012). With the
development of globally dispersed facilities, manufacturing companies have moved
their focus from a single facility to the international manufacturing networks (Ferdows
1989). Companies in this situation are forced to integrate their activities in dispersed
facilities to achieve the target of international manufacturing.
The research on international issues in manufacturing has evolved from local
production, through global sales and marketing, into global manufacturing (Rudberg
and Olhager, 2003). Consequently, a paradigm has emerged in the field of an
international strategy that builds on the idea that a multinational company has to adopt
a structure and an organisation that allows the company to respond to different and
possibly even conflicting demands from its international environment (Bartlett and
Goshal, 1989; Prahalad and Doz, 1987). An important element of this paradigm is
network approach to the study of the activities of multinational companies (Dunning,
1993). It is predictable that as competition is globalising and the complexity of the
environments in which companies operate is increasing, the management of integrated
international networks will become increasingly important for manufacturing
companies (Bartlett and Goshal, 1989; Ferdows, 1997b).
With the strong emergence of multinational firms, coordination of
manufacturing network has received ample interest from researchers (e.g. Cheng, Skov
Madsen, and Liangsiri 2010; Ferdows 2006; Mascarenhas 1984; Rudberg and Olhager,
2003; Rudberg and West 2008). These studies have demonstrated that dispersed
facilities must be coordinated to integrate the activities and transfer of knowledge and
production experience in order to hold the advantages of network manufacturing
(Cheng, Farooq, and Johansen 2015). In the extant research, coordination in
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multinational corporations (MNCs) has focused on the mechanisms to coordinate the
activities of subsidiaries based on tasks assigned to the subsidiary. According to
Martinez and Jarillo (1991), the use of coordination mechanisms is linked to the
integration of subsidiary’s activities. In this sense, mechanisms of coordination is a plan
to coordinate the activities of individual subsidiaries and ‘make the most’ of far-flung
activities. Furthermore, due to different priorities of manufacturing ranging from
quality, flexibility, delivery lead-time to cost, the coordination of facilities in a networkmanufacturing is apparently more encompassing then general activity-management of
a subsidiary. While it is agreed that coordination mechanisms must be adapted to
specific activities in which they are used, this plan has to consider the priorities of
network-manufacturing to allocate the benefits from network integration.
Besides the research on the strategic roles or missions of individual factories in
a network (Ferdows, 1989, 1997b; Khurana and Talbot, 1999; Vereecke and Van
Dierdonck, 2002), there is a notable lack of literature that addresses the management
of the manufacturing function in MNCs encompassing the strategic objective of
international manufacturing. Specifically, empirical research that includes the
mechanisms of coordination with the competitive priorities of network-manufacturing
appears to be limited. The main issue here is: how different types coordination
mechanism foster competitive priorities in network manufacturing, also how they vary
across different focuses of offshored facilities. Therefore, this study aims to analyse the
activities of intra-firm dispersed facilities and map them according to the dimensions of
coordination (formal and informal mechanisms) to understand how they relate to the
competitive priorities. Accordingly, the study explores the research question: How does
the strategic objective of international manufacturing affect the management of IMN?
The remainder of this study is organized in the following structure. Section 4.2
reviews the most relevant theoretical concepts and contributions within the boundaries
of the study. Section 4.3 explains the methods and techniques that have been used to
design this study (i.e., methods used in collecting, and analysing the empirical data).
Section 4.4 discusses the findings in relation to the theories presented in the literature
section; this includes presenting a relationship of mechanisms for coordination with the
competitive priorities and the focus of offshore facilities. Section 4.5 summarises the
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conclusions as well as the implications of this study. At the end of this chapter,
limitations of this study and suggestions for future research are discussed in section 4.6.

4.2 Literature review
A brief literature review is provided in this section. The concepts and issues of IMN, and
network coordination are comprehensively presented and discussed in Chapter 2.
Hence, this section presents a brief review of previous contributions and position the
study in the literature. Also, the focus of this review is directed to present the
mechanisms of coordination and related priorities.
4.2.1

Management of globally dispersed facilities

Studies on the intra-firm manufacturing consider coordination aspects either to
describe how the companies can manage their operations in order to facilitate the
network coordination or to allocate products and volumes to individual facilities. Much
attention was paid to the diffusion of knowledge and production experience focusing on
learning from other plants in a network. For example, Ferdows (2006) suggests
different approaches for transferring production expertise over the distributed network,
ranging from the use of manuals and standard practices to the involvement of experts
in project working.
Indeed, coordination in multinational corporations (MNCs) has focused on the
mechanisms used to coordinate the activities of the firms’ subsidiaries according to the
subsidiary’s directive (Martinez and Jarillo 1991). While it is commonly agreed that the
coordination mechanisms are adapted to the specific context in which they are used,
there is little evidence of the interactions between the coordination of dispersed facilities
in a network and the competitive priorities. Meanwhile, the literature understands the
key success factors through which a company compete are competitive priorities (Voss,
1995). In order to address this issue, it is necessary to analyse the coordination practices
on the management of dispersed facilities with the aim of understanding their
relationship with competitive priorities.
Moreover, in global companies, individual facilities usually differ in their
characteristics, e.g., due to their choice for geographic dispersion or history in the
company. The facilities contribute to the network are heterogeneous. Thus, they require
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different levels of integration efforts. Hence, the focus of offshored facilities influences
the interplay between the coordination mechanisms to integrate activities and the
competitive priorities of international manufacturing.
4.2.2

Mechanisms of coordination

Mechanisms of coordination are the plans used to accomplish coordination of activities
(Mom, van den Bosch and Volberda, 2009). The studies on the organisational
management of multinational corporations (MNEs) analysed the mechanisms of
coordination. In their literature review, Martinez and Jarillo (1989) distinguished four
mechanisms that are typical for organisational coordination in MNCs: (i) structure, (ii)
centralisation vs decentralisation, (iii) formalisation, and (iv) other informal
mechanisms. Moreover, in the discussion about the evolution of the studies on the
mechanisms of coordination, Martinez and Jarillo (1989) listed three main streams of
research. The first two streams are categorised as formal mechanisms. The third stream
of research concentrates on the informal, more subtle mechanism of coordination.
Formal mechanisms of coordination linked with the basic structuring of
organisational units and activities over the networks. According to Martinez and Jarillo
(1989), formal mechanisms are embodied in organisational structures and procedures,
in other words, formal coordination builds the structural approach to the interrelation
between facilities. Also, centralisation -i.e. level and position of decision authority-, and
the standardisation of processes and procedures are included in the formal mechanisms
of coordination. A typical example of formal mechanisms of coordination includes the
exchange of standard documents. Furthermore, numerous studies have pointed out the
control exercised by headquarters, for example, high levels of headquarters’ control are
necessary for streamlining the manufacturing (Grevesen and Damanpour 2007).
Whereas, the centralised control can only be exercised when dispersed facilities are
agreed upon a common goal and structure. Therefore, the concept of control exhibits
strong elements of formal mechanisms of coordination.
Informal mechanisms of coordination involve activities in which members of
multiple units make substantial contributions of resources and know-how to agreed
aims (Bergek and Bruzelius, 2010). Informal means of coordination can be achieved
through communication within facilities, training and development programs, and the
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transfer of managers. For example, extensive transfer of executives is the technique for
creating a verbal network and making the expatriates a part of it (Martinez and
Jarillo,1989). As this subtler mechanism is an intangible approach, i.e. this cannot
readily installed in an organisation, its success depends on continuous relationships
between facilities. Likewise, it has been demonstrated that communication, as a means
of informal coordination, between the host facility and the headquarters is crucial for
the success of offshore (knowledge-intensive) activities (Hafström et al., 2010).
4.2.3

Competitive priorities

The idea of competitive priorities was first posited by Skinner (1969), companies must
make choices about which element of competitive priority should take the most
significant investment regarding resources and time. Since the initial development of
manufacturing strategy, competitive priorities have been considered as a critical
decision variable. This emphasis guides the decision regarding production process,
capacity, technology, planning, and control (Hayes and Wheelwright, 1984). Although
the idea of competitive priorities in devising manufacturing networks had existed since
the early stages, Dubois et al. (1993) raised the concern about the differential emphasis
on a firm’s competitive priorities which led to the adoption of different types of global
configuration options. Meanwhile, it enforces manufacturers to choose different tasks,
which lead to developing manufacturing capabilities to enhance their position in the
marketplace (Boyer and Lewis, 2002). Furthermore, Prahalad and Doz (1987) suggest
that multinationals organise themselves to best address the global integration to access
to the low-cost versus market proximity, and network flexibility versus economies of
scale. Hence, it has been evident that competitive priorities become an important
element for the design and management of international manufacturing.
In this study, we consider four basic elements of competitive priorities, as
discussed by Santos (2000) and Ward et al. (1998). Cost: the ability to manufacture
products at a cost lower than the competitors. The concept of cost has been termed
differently in the literature are low- cost, low price, cost efficiency, etc. Quality, implies
offering products and services with high-performance standards, in other words
offering products that meet pre-set product specification (Dangayach and Deshmukh,
2003). As mentioned in literature, the definition of quality is being viewed from
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different perspectives. Manufacturing mostly reflects its focus on the conformance and
product performance dimensions of quality. Conformance quality is the ability of a
company to manufacture products with consistent quality that is durable; hence, the
customers can rely upon when used. Product performance includes high performance
in features, functions, aesthetics, and technology. Flexibility: the ability to be responsive
to the changes in production or product design, the ability to react to the changes with
little time, effort, cost or performance, the ability to perform different tasks and achieve
different objectives with the same set of resources. Typical dimensions of flexibility are
product mix, volume, design, and range of products. Delivery lead-time: usually there
are two elements that most often used to describe this competitive priority, delivery
speed and delivery dependability. Delivery speed is the ability to deliver products faster
than competitors. Delivery dependability refers to the ability to deliver according to
promised schedule.

4.3 Methodology
The following three sub-sections summarise the case selection and access, methods used
to collect, and analysis of empirical data. The research design and issues of research
quality are comprehensively presented in chapter 3.
4.3.1

Case selection and access

Since the purpose of this study is to investigate the circumstances in which global
manufacturing activities are conducted (e.g. specific tasks or location specific
parameters), we used the case-study research method. Therefore, case study approach
was chosen to obtain in-depth information in how the competitive priorities and the
focus of offshored facilities influence the coordination of network manufacturing.
Based on the work of Miles and Huberman (1994) and Yin (1994), we chose
multiple case study designs to increase the possibility of generalising findings
analytically. Eisenhardt (1989) recommended that a researcher should select 4 to10
cases to generalise the findings. In this regard, we carried out four exploratory case
studies in companies based in Sweden. A total of 16 semi-structured interviews were
conducted with the most knowledgeable informants (e.g. international operations
manager, production manager and business development manager) to obtain the views
of managing activities in their manufacturing networks.
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In order to answer the research questions, first, we searched for companies from
different industry sectors and different business orientations. Those companies had
already offshored a range of their manufacturing activities and operating dispersed
facilities in their network. The final selection was based on accessibility (Patton, 1990),
i.e. we had the best data access regarding coordination of multiple facilities in their
networks. In selecting the cases, access to the companies and their particular
characteristics were factors taken into consideration. Four companies from different
industries were selected for an in-depth analysis while ensuring that views were
captured from multiple business areas. Table 4.1 gives an overview of the studied
companies. Company names are disguised to maintain anonymity, to comply with their
request.
Table 4.1 Overview of the case companies
Characteristi
cs
Operating sector

CompanyA
Sports, and

Company-B

Company-C

High tech products

High tech Control

Electronic

systems for

equipment

Games

Company-D

machines
Business

B2C

B2B

B2B

B2C

400

3000 (in studied

85

4000 (in studied

orientation
Turnover (mSEK)

segment)

segment)

Company size*

Small-medium Medium

Large

Large

Manufacturing

Over 50 years

Over 50 years

Over 20 years

Over 90 years

Scandinavian

International market European market

experience
Market orientation

market

Swedish and
International

Primary location

Lower cost of

Product specialisation; Market-oriented

motive/s

manufacturing lower cost of
manufacturing

Access to market,

manufacturing

and the Tax benefit

network

from host policy.

Location of

Sweden, China, Sweden, France, and

Sweden, and

Sweden and

facilities in studied

Lithuania

Eskilstuna

Malaysia.

Thailand.

Cable (specified)

network
Studied network

Slides, and

Camera, and Sensor

of product

Snow Racer

(specialised)

* According to the definition of European Commission, small<50 and medium<250 employees.
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4.3.2

Data collection

First, documents from secondary sources, such as company reports and presentation
materials for stakeholders, were collected and analysed to obtain knowledge about the
companies as well as their manufacturing networks. Second, in order to improve rigour,
a set of semi-structured questionnaires was prepared in advance. A set of interview
checklist is provided in Appendix-B. Together with an overview document, the questions
were sent to each interviewee before the interview session to make sure they were
properly prepared. Third, the information was collected by direct interviews to obtain
the views of activity-management in their manufacturing networks. A total of 12
interviews were conducted, in which an individual interview typically lasted from 2 to 4
hours. There were two researchers present at each interview to reduce bias and generate
a more reliable dataset (Eisenhardt 1989; Yin 2009). This provided a fine-grained
picture of the case companies’ instances of how the manufacturing in intra-firm
dispersed facilities was coordinated, and the information about the elements of
competitive priorities. Fourth, in order to avoid misinterpretation of facts and figures,
written case descriptions were crosschecked with the company managers. After several
iterations of correction, the case reports were finalised. Empirical data were collected
during December 2015 to May 2016 and May-June 2017, using a systematic research
plan to ensure the quality of this research (Yin, 2009).
4.3.3

Data analysis

Data analysis was carried out simultaneously with the data collection, which provided
the flexibility to make relevant adjustments throughout the process (Eisenhardt, 1989).
Extensive pattern matching was used to categorise the data. Each case was analysed and
described in a dedicated report. To analyse the interview data, we followed the approach
suggested by Miles and Huberman (1994), with the following key steps: (i) We have
performed a within-case analysis to highlight the mechanisms through which the
network manufacturing was coordinated. Organising data through case synopsis, for
instance, using the selected dimensions of coordination mechanisms. (ii) Subsequently,
a cross-case comparison to arrive at the essential mechanisms employed across cases.
We have tabulated the data to improve the visibility of the outcome. (iii) Drawing
conclusions by looking into explanation and causality. To increase the reliability of the
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findings, the explanation of each case was tested twice by looking into the field notes to
see how well supported they were.

4.4 Findings and discussion
The study investigates and explores how activity management between the home facility
and the host facility affects the strategy of international manufacturing. In answering
the research question, the study has conducted the within-case and cross-case analysis.
Hence, the following findings:
4.4.1

Within-case analysis

In this part of analysis, the study draws the management practice of companies
according to formal and informal coordination mechanisms. Table 4.2 summarises the
cases regarding the coordination of manufacturing activities in the dispersed facilities
of their network. This stage of analysis also draws on the competitive priorities of each
studied companies separately. Analysis indicates that elements (cost, quality, flexibility,
and delivery lead-time) of competitive priority influences the configuration decisions.
As discussed below, elements are considered as order winner and/or qualifier in
different combinations.
Table 4.2 Summary of coordination mechanisms for the studied companies (Emp. Work#1)

Company D

Company C

Company B

Company A

Formal coordination

Informal coordination

Home-facility specifies the knowledge-intensive
activities.
Direct supervision for mould creation.
Planned physical meeting for material management.
Detailed production instruction.
Planned meeting: among the members of the
development team, also for raw material management.
Product architecture as a means of coordination.
Production instruction, supported with few planned
meeting.
Product architecture and detailed description: both way
transfer of development knowledge.
The home facility maintains the purchasing and defines
a system for interaction.

Problem-oriented coordination, usually
through direct travel for,
- purchasing: to ensure the quality of raw
materials.
- production process: to ensure the quality of
final products.
Virtual meeting to transfer the requirements
of product development
Virtual meeting to support the production
process.

Unplanned travel- to coordinate the
development activities, and to support inprocess activities.

Written reporting system.
Sharing of core ideas for product development.

Informal meetings to enhance development
efficiency.

Planned meetings of ‘global R&D’ team.
Scheduled meeting of ‘global quality’ team.

Virtual exchange among the engineers for
product related know-how transfer.

Setting and implementing KPIs.
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•

Company A:

The network configuration of Company-A was characterised by high priorities to achieve
a lower cost of lower cost of production inputs, thus offering the product at a competitive
price. In addition, brand name stands for reliability, e.g. a product that can withstand
rough condition and persist for years, which represents as high-quality standard to its
end customer. Hence, these two elements are categorised as order qualifier for their
product. On the other hand, since the company was continually working to improve the
design of their products. The ability to make changes in the design and the ability to
manufacture an improved product is therefore important for them. Moreover, the ability
to deliver the highly seasonal products -e.g. winter sports product- on time and fast, is
a necessary condition for their competitiveness in the market. Accordingly, these later
two priorities were considered as a factor in winning the orders.
•

Company B:

The issues of cost and product quality as being considered the order qualifier in
configuring the IMN of Company-B was highlighted from the following findings. First,
transferring the products to the dispersed facilities allows the company to reduce the
total cost of production. This means that having the final products at a lower cost makes
them to be competitive in the market. Second, according to the characteristics of the
products offshored, the capability to maintain the accuracy vis-à-vis the product quality
has considered central to the configuration decisions. Furthermore, the company’s
preference towards the continuous development opportunity acts as one of its key
success factors. This preference requires the company to have the flexibility to improve
at the host facility, with minimum levels of coordination effort. Thus, this element of
competitive priority stands as order winner in its network manufacturing.
•

Company C:

Company-C aims to become preferred in providing exclusive and customised
components to its customers. The home facility intended to serve the European
customers, whereas the offshore facility was designed to serve the regional customer.
Thus, flexibility along with the quality comes as the most important priorities of its
network manufacturing. Meanwhile, having an acceptable production lead-time the
offshoring decision to be closer to the customer allows the company to reduce the
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delivery lead time. Hence, the company intended to maintain the lead time a minimum,
which in turns acts as their order winning criteria.
•

Company D:

The network configurations of Company-D were primarily to locate the manufacturing
facility in the Far-east location was to be closer to the customers, also to save indirect
costs. Thus, winning strategy beneath this manufacturing network was to serve the
regional market with an acceptable lead-time in response to volatile customer demand.
In addition, the company has chosen to develop a ‘global quality’ department which was
to maintain the quality of both the home and host products’ equally. The ‘global quality’
team used to support the production activities as well as knowledge transfer for product
development. Thus, quality dimension stands as order qualifier for its products.
4.4.2

Cross-case analysis

Even though the studied four companies are not similar regarding the industry they
belong to and their objective and priorities of network-manufacturing, much knowledge
can be deducted for this research. The cross-case analysis indicates that competitive
priorities of international manufacturing influence the choice and implementation of
coordination mechanisms. Table 4.3 summarises the important practices of formal and
informal coordination implemented by the studied companies, along with the
competitive priorities. In general, a higher priority for quality as order qualifier was
reflected in the coordination approaches taken. The findings suggest that different level
of competitive priorities call for different coordination approaches.
Based on the analysis of the empirical case studies and the findings above, the
discussion is listed as follows according to their importance: (i) how the mechanisms of
coordination are related to each element of competitive priorities, and (ii) the role of the
focus of dispersed facilities in framing the coordination mechanisms.
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Table 4.3 Observations from the case studies regarding priorities and network coordination
Competitive
priorities

Coordination mechanisms
Formal

Informal

Raw materials
quality

Frame agreement for purchasing.
Detailed reporting structure under
centralised purchasing. Predefined
KPIs.

Frequent physical communication to
ensure the quality of raw materials.

Product
conformance
quality

Detailed production instruction.
Defined product architecture. Peoples
personally meet for mould
development, and to share development
knowledge. Members of quality-team
meet at predefined intervals.

Virtual exchange for transferring the
process knowledge.
Informal communication to enhance
common understanding of product
strategy.

Design
flexibility

Participation in co-development.

Virtual exchange for transferring the
requirements for development.
Physical travel for transferring
development competency.

Product variety

Transferring responsibilities to the host
facility.

Virtual meetings in between
engineers (home and host) for
knowledge exchange.

--------

Problem-oriented communication.

The centralised management only
decides about the lower-cost of
production inputs. The rest rely upon
the initial objective with accessibility
criteria.

---------

Quality

Flexibility

Delivery leadtime
Dependability
and speed
Cost
Lower cost of
production
input

4.4.2.1 Coordination mechanisms and competitive priorities
Quality. It was identified that companies considered quality as an order qualifier, as it
is required for the customers to consider their products. In order to manage product
quality problems, it was necessary to take into account both the raw materials input and
the processing steps. Accordingly, studied companies mostly expressed the concern
about the quality of raw materials, and the products meet the conformance, i.e. reliable
products. Regarding raw-materials quality, companies want to ensure the standard of
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materials according to the design requirements. Also, to ensure the product’s reliability
the case companies point towards the need to maintain the design specification.
Drawing from the Table 4.3, the coordination practices along the formal and
informal mechanisms aiming for quality requirements, it has to be underlined that both
mechanisms of coordination were almost equally important for the studied firms. It
appears that formal mechanisms were designed to ensure the facilities are agreed upon
the design requirements and specification. For instance, defining a set of KPIs in the
case of Company-D, and the frame agreement for purchasing in the case of Company-A
seems important, especially when dealing with raw materials quality. For all cases, the
product architecture and detailed production instructions serve as formal mechanisms
of coordination to ensure the products’ quality. On the other hand, studied companies
pay lots of attention to the informal mechanisms, such as virtual exchange of process
knowledge and informal meetings to enhance the common understanding of product
strategy, and to fulfil the specific need for conformance quality.
Flexibility. In the management of network-manufacturing, the coordination concerning
flexibility relies on both the formal and informal mechanisms. For instance, at
Company-C’s network manufacturing, the participation of the home and the host
peoples through a precise task definition works as a vehicle to coordinate formally which
was to carry out the ability to make rapid changes in the design. Furthermore, for both
the Company-C and -D, decentralisation of decision-making for what concerns
increased flexibility in product features, as well as their manufacturing processes, were
through formal mechanisms to coordinate their activities. Here, predefined work
procedure and few planned meeting among the members of a global team (for system
integration) emphasised the transfer of responsibilities, hence enabled the facilities to
perform their activities independently. Informal coordination embodied mainly in the
virtual exchange among system sensitive members, and unplanned travels mostly from
the home to the host facilities. Virtual exchange in cases of Company-B, -C and -D, were
to share the profound understanding of development knowledge and production
competencies, thus helps their facilities to focus on functionality rather than strictly
controlling their activities from the home facility.
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Delivery lead-time. In the case studies of Company-B and -D, it was found that
coordination of network-manufacturing concerns also for the delivery-dependability
and speed. As mentioned earlier, the host facilities of both of this companies were
intended to serve regional as well as home-based markets, for which fast and on-time
delivery stands as a factor for order winning. In both companies, coordination process
is managed only by informal mechanisms. Here, informal coordination mechanisms
showed a preference toward problem-oriented communication, where the centralised
management of the home facility works for reducing lead-time of products. Formal
coordination mechanisms were absent, might be due to low complexity in delivery as
expected.
Cost. In the case studies, according to the design of network manufacturing, CompanyA and -B concerned for low manufacturing cost in the host locations, in which the homebased management focuses only in approval for a reduced cost of production inputs.
However, the companies should portray their coordination efforts, both in formal and
informal mechanisms, in order to enhance the capabilities of resource access in
dispersed location. In contrast, the other two companies do not stress cost as a
competitive priority. Accordingly, their coordination efforts have not been apparent in
this vein.
4.4.2.2

Focus of offshored facility and the mechanisms of coordination

In the studies, two out of four companies (Company-A, and -B) offshored their
manufacturing aiming for the benefits of lower cost of production inputs from disperse
locations. The other two companies characterised market orientation in their networkmanufacturing. A relationship between the mechanisms of coordination and the focuses
of the offshored facilities has been reported in the analysis. In order to visualise the use
of formal and informal mechanisms, we plot (Figure 4.1) them in the frame of market
focused, and low-cost focused against the competitive priorities according to their
importance as highlighted in our analysis. The figure shows the propensity of different
coordination mechanisms for each focus type. The amount of formal and informal
coordination efforts are illustrated with the horizontal spreading of ovals in the figure.
Here, the equal spreading of formal and informal ovals (right column, top raw) indicate
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their propensity in almost similar level. In this vein, across the quality dimension, the
data suggest that low-cost focused offshored facilities have an intense need at the same
level for both the formal and informal coordination mechanisms. In contrast, for the
market focused network manufacturing, the coordination is managed in such a way that
companies pay much less attention to the informal mechanisms than that of low-cost
focused type. For instance:

Figure 4.1 Mechanisms of coordination with the focus of offshored facility and competitive priorities

The dispersed facilities of Company-A, and -B merely looked into simple
predefined activities assigned by the home facility. At Company-C, the host facility
involved in the product development, and the home facility defined the production
system but allowed the host facility to perform the production activities independently.
Furthermore, at Company-D the host facilities allowed more independence to perform
detailed development as well as the production activities. These activities are at the
component level of the final products and affect the quality and flexibility requirements.
However, irrespective of the focus of offshored facilities, studied four companies pay
significant attention to the underlying structure for the coordination of networkmanufacturing. Such as product architecture, frame agreement for purchasing, detailed
production instructions, and planned physical meeting appears as leading vehicle to
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formally coordinate the dispersed facilities in a network. Moreover, it seems that formal
mechanisms of coordination are viewed as equally necessary for the management of
both types (focused) of networks. Thus, based on the conducted study we could infer
that formal mechanisms stand as a foundation to coordinate the activities of marketfocused and low-cost focused offshore facilities.
Informal coordination mechanisms are not prevalent in the same ways to the
different focus of offshored facilities. Infect, this mechanism to coordinate the network
manufacturing are related to competitive priorities as well as the focus of offshored
facilities. In the cases of Company-A and -B, i.e. the low-cost focused offshoring,
informal coordination was mostly intended to ensure the quality of raw materials and
final products manufactured in dispersed facilities. For example, frequent travel from
the home to the host facilities in order to ensure the standards of raw materials as well
as to check the final products, and virtual meeting to support the production process
was mainly to ensure the product quality. Besides, the informal coordination (at
Company-A and -B), such as virtual meeting among the members of the development
team, intended for advancing the flexibility were not as frequent as that towards for
quality.
Along with this vein, when we look at the network management of Company-C
and -D, the informal coordination to ensure the quality was less apparent than it was for
the low-cost focused offshored facilities of Company-A and -B. That is, in marketfocused network manufacturing, the offshored facility’s production-related technical
activities were not subject to integration in a product which was shared between the
home and host facilities. The design of the product architecture vis-à-vis their
processing are customised allowing the technological competence of host facilities. The
reason can be explained as the dispersed facilities mostly operated independently, which
were intended to serve the markets via local production (Jacob and Strube, 2008).
Furthermore, for both the Company-C and -D, the informal coordination concerning the
flexibility was reduced relative to that of quality dimension. For instance, in both cases,
there was an increased number of unplanned travel and virtual exchange to support the
know-how transfer and in-process activities, which were mostly linked to the product’s
quality. Nevertheless, reduced coordination in the issues of flexibility compared to
quality was potentially due to the explicitness of design and product variety both at the
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home and host facilities. Hence, they are suited to the formal mechanisms of
coordination.
Finally, taking together the priorities essential and the mechanisms of network
coordination, the findings suggest that low-cost focused network manufacturing has
expressed more intensity of the use of both the formal and informal coordination
mechanisms, than required by market focused type. Indeed, it appears that though the
formal mechanisms are equally crucial for both focus types, coordination of low-cost
focused offshored facilities showed more preference towards the informal mechanisms
than that of market focused networks. In this way, the findings show that the focus of
offshored facilities affects the coordination of intra-firm manufacturing networks at
varying levels.

4.5 Conclusion and implications
This study reported that, how the competitive priority and the focus of offshore facility,
that is, the strategic objective of international manufacturing affects the choice of
approaches to coordinate dispersed facilities of a company. Based on empirical data
collected from four case companies based in Sweden operating their IMN, the study
mapped the coordination along the formal and informal mechanisms. The study
revealed that use of formal and informal mechanisms varies with different competitive
priorities. Moreover, formal and informal mechanisms of coordination in combination
could create effects for the competitive priorities. Hence, it is necessary to take a holistic
view of both mechanisms to facilitate the dimensions of competitive priorities,
especially quality and flexibility. Furthermore, it was shown that formal mechanisms
are predominantly used to coordinate the market focused as well as low-cost focused
dispersed facilities. Whereas, informal mechanisms are used more to coordinate the
dispersed facilities with a low-cost focused than that of a market focused. When it comes
to the elements of competitive priority, the preferences for formal and informal
mechanisms were equally relevant for the dimensions of quality and flexibility.
Moreover, the findings show that single mechanism type is prevalent for the other two
dimensions of competitive priorities. Specifically, companies try to implement informal
mechanisms in order to attain the priority of lead-time, and formal mechanisms to
compete for the cost.
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The finding, interaction between the mechanisms of coordination and the
competitive priorities, contribute to the extant literature on the management of
international manufacturing in general; thereby pointing to the importance of
competitive priorities to make a trade-off between the formal and informal
coordination. Managers must create a balance between formal and informal
mechanisms to support the quality and flexibility issues in the international
manufacturing context. While up to now the focus of network coordination mainly
revolves around the performance measurement as an important issue (Cheng et al.,
2015), this study also indicates the importance of incorporating competitive priorities
and the focus of offshore facilities for the coordination in intra-firm dispersed facilities.
The findings also have valuable implications for managers. First, the description
of different coordination mechanisms and the competitive priorities herein illustrated a
good picture of potential coordination activities; and will help managers to decide the
mechanisms to consider in line with their competitive priorities. In other words,
managers need to know well the mechanisms of coordination to reach the target
priorities in network manufacturing. Second, in the coordination of dispersed facilities,
in order to be successful, companies should take into account simultaneously the focus
of network manufacturing and point to the importance of competitive priorities.

4.6 Limitations and directions for future research
The study has few limitations worth noting. First, the fact that no interview was
conducted at the host facility site of the studied companies limits the study. However,
all the collected data relevant to the host facility were adjusted and validated by several
respondents who were involved directly or indirectly with the management of network
manufacturing. We recommend expanding the scope of the research to include active
participation of both the home and host facilities, in order to gain insight into
coordination in a larger network-management context. Second, the analysis and
discussion of this study were based on case studies of Swedish companies (two SMEs
and two MNEs) entailing different industries. The small sample size is a limitation for
the generalisation of the findings; in this case, more empirical studies are needed to
improve the validity of the findings. Future research can be a study involving a larger
sample of companies from similar industries would allow for investigating the
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differences across industries. Furthermore, it can be interesting to compare the
network-manufacturing of companies based in two different European countries, since
the country of origin might have an impact on the development of a company’s IMN.
Last but not the least, the relational set in the observation for this research is limited
to the network formed with only the company’s owned and/or acquired facilities.
However, the actors in this relationship also interact with other supply chain members
linked to them. This research does not pay attention to the extended network
relationships. We recommend considering the interactions among different kinds of
networks to gain insight into the coordination of globally dispersed facilities.
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CHAPTER FIVE: EMPIRICAL WORK # 2
Network-manufacturing operation and Reshoring

As a continuation of the studies conducted for this thesis, this chapter includes the second
empirical work. Here, the case studies conducted at three manufacturing companies to infer
the phenomeon of reshoring. The analysis of case data reveals the answer to the second main
research question of this thesis.
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NETWORK-MANUFACTURING OPERATION AND
RESHORING
5.1 Introduction to the study
In today’s competitive world, manufacturing firms subscribe to international
manufacturing in order to get the advantages of lower cost of production inputs, easier
access to nearby markets, and to keep pace with the competitors. As part of international
manufacturing strategy, the phenomenon of manufacturing in globally dispersed
facilities has been apparent since the 1980s; and this has become one of the most
important changes made by multinational companies (Jacob and Strube, 2008,
Mefford, 2010). Furthermore, since the early 1990s, offshoring –defined as, locating
firms manufacturing activities in foreign facilities- has emerged as an essential strategy
implemented by the US and western European manufacturing companies to increase
their competitive advantage (Contractor et al., 2010) Accordingly, offshoring and
outsourcing strategies continue to be of significant interest to both practitioners and
scholars (Bals et al., 2013). In the past, manufacturing activities were often offshored
due to costs –mostly the lower cost of labour (Schmeisser, 2013), access to a foreign
market, and/or to follow the competitor (Kinkel, 2012).
More recently, evidence highlight that the benefits of offshoring have often
proven elusive (Manning, 2014). Evidence suggests that managers were reconsidering
their previous decisions and had started to reverse previous offshoring and outsourcing
strategies (McIvor, 2009). For instance, on December 2012, Tim Cook -CEO of Applerevealed that the production of one of its Mac lines would be manufactured exclusively
in the US, from 2013. Some other prominent manufacturing companies that have
decided to return their facilities/activities to the home country include General Electric,
Ford motors, Caterpillar. There is a significant number of small and medium-sized
companies also included in this wave. Studies suggest that a significant portion (40% of
319 companies) of US companies are actively involved in reshoring (Tate et al., 2014).
The CBI European survey from 2014 found that one-third of the surveyed firms had
moved production back to their home market in the last three years (Wilkinson, Gregory
and Arnold, 2015). Dachs and Kinkel (2013) also report a similar ratio of backshoring in
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offshoring firms, based on 3,300 companies from the European Manufacturing Survey.
In the literature, such reversal phenomenon is termed as reshoring, backshoring, in
shoring. Accordingly, reshoring phenomenon has attracted attention from both the
media (e.g. The Economist 2013) and academia, as it is an indication of a change from
an established trend in global manufacturing configuration.
Research about reshoring/backshoring has delineating potential questions; for
instance, discussions have raised questions over whether reshoring and insourcing
decisions are driven by failure to realize cost benefits from offshoring and outsourcing
strategies (Kinkel and Maloca, 2009), long-term adaptations of firm operations (Ellram,
2013), or something else, like changes in managerial attitudes about the difficulties –
‘hidden costs’, and ‘risks of offshored and outsourced operations’ (Gray et al., 2013). In
this vein, some research has focused on identifying reasons of reshoring, e.g. rising cost,
product quality problem, lack or inconsistency of skilled labour in the host country
(Fratocchi et al., 2016). Moreover, researchers opine these reasons belong to the firms’
host country characteristics. However, these drivers have not yet been fully extended to
conceptually explain reshoring decisions of firms (Lampón et al., 2014). Foerstl et al.,
(2016) has recently suggested that additional perspectives need to be taken into
consideration for a better understanding of reshoring phenomenon.
Meanwhile, an important element of manufacturing in dispersed facilities is the
network approach to the study of the activities of multinational enterprises (Dunning,
1993). Studies suggest that by efficiently managing the flows of goods and knowledge in
the network of dispersed facilities, the strategic capabilities for international
manufacturing may be realised (Colotla et al., 2003;

Miltenburg, 2009; Shi and

Gregory, 1998). Following the network approach, to better understand how the
phenomenon of reshoring is influenced by the management of activities in dispersed
facilities, this study argues for the value of looking at the strategic capabilities
penetrating the interaction between operations of intra-firm dispersed facilities and
reshoring. In particular, this study attempts to understand how the problems arose in
operations of dispersed facilities, and whether the strategic capabilities of international
manufacturing can link to the reshoring phenomenon. This study address the research
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question: How do the capabilities linked to network operation infer the reshoring
phenomenon?
To answer this question, this study conducts exploratory study on companies
those have recent reshoring experience. What we know about reshoring is largely based
on survey data and conceptual papers. In addition, there was few case-based research
(e.g. Gylling et al., 2015; and Martínez-Mora and Merino, 2014) discussed the factors
that influence the location decision. It is noteworthy that, factors identified through
surveys and/or secondary information, unable to shed light on how they influence the
outcome. In a recent systematic review on manufacturing backshoring, Stentoft et al.
(2016) expect that “case research will lead the way for broadening the understanding of
the phenomenon of reshoring” (p.59). Thus, in-depth studies on failure-in-offshore
manufacturing cases will provide us with the opportunity to examine the emergence of
reshoring. The empirical investigations were based on three manufacturing companies;
two of them based in Spain, and one in Sweden. This study aims to explore and describe
the activities or practices (concerning the management of network manufacturing) that
have a relationship with firm’s reshoring decision.
This study is organised into the following structure. Section 5.2 starts with a
review of recent literature on reshoring; then, to stress the importance of capabilities it
discusses the theory of RBV. These are followed by the international-manufacturing
literature to discuss the dimension of capabilities. Section 5.3 presents the methodology,
which describes the methods used to collect and analyse the empirical data. Within-case
analysis, cross-case analysis and findings of the study are reported in Section 5.4. Next
section (5.5) discusses the theoretical and managerial implications of the findings.
Section 5.6 reflects on the limitations and recommendations for future research.

5.2 Literature review
5.2.1

Manufacturing reshoring

The phenomenon of transferring the manufacturing facility from host locations has
been addressed by several authors, using the terms reshoring or backshoring.
Backshoring: “moving production in the opposite direction of offshoring and
outsourcing is termed as backshoring or insourcing” (Arlbjørn and Mikkelsen, 2014;
p.60). “re-concentration of parts of production from own foreign locations as well as
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from foreign suppliers to the domestic production site of the company” which is totally
owned by the home company (Kinkel and Maloca, 2009; p.155). According to Ellram et
al. (2013), reshoring can be defined as moving manufacturing back to the country of its
parent company. In this paper the term that will be used to describe this phenomenon
is, as suggested by Fratocchi et al. (2014) and Tate et al. (2014), a reverse decision of a
previous offshoring process which might be whole or part of the plant and is not
specifically back to the home country. In addition, the relocation is essentially a decision
irrespective of the ownership mode in the host country.
As part of this research, the study conducted an extensive literature search based
on a collection of papers published from 2000 to 2016. Using various sources (e.g. Web
of Science, Science Direct), with a predetermined set of keywords (e.g. “reshoring”,
“backshoring”, “manufacturing relocation”, “global manufacturing”) a selection of 45
potentially relevant papers were chosen. Through the snowballing approach, this set was
expanded to a total of 68 publications. These selected articles were then categorised into
two streams: articles that are concerned with relocation, that is, backshoring or
reshoring (23), and articles that deal with offshoring, local manufacturing, outsourcing,
and make-or-buy decisions (45). Further investigation of the second category led to the
inclusion of eight additional articles to the first set, and these 31 sources were used to
gain knowledge of the recent works on reshoring. A wide body of extant literature has
identified the main reasons such as, increased labour cost, increased logistics cost,
shrinking market size, government incentive and exchange rate fluctuation (see, Ellram
et al., 2013; Foerstl et al., 2016; Fratocchi et al., 2014; Kinkel and Maloca, 2009; Kinkel,
2012). All of these indicate the reduction in cost difference between the host and home
locations, which was most significant for offshoring. Other top motivations for reshoring
were a lack of expected quality, reduced operations flexibility, a wish to have production
close to R&D, a focus on core activities, and automation (Arlbjørn and Mikkelsen, 2014;
Fratocchi et al. 2016; Tate 2014). This latter group of drivers are not directly affected by
the cost differentials between the home and host locations but are rather influenced by
the competitiveness of network production. In line with Dachs and Kinkel (2013), the
barriers to international manufacturing (for example cross-border management, lack of
know-how) are not explicitly present in the extant literature.
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It is worth noting that, in the extant literature the drivers or motivations are
mostly related to changes (in compared with the home country) that are external to a
firm’s external environment generally regarded as the host-country context. For
instance, increase in the cost of production, scarcity or instability of skilled employees.
In addition, there were few that were linked to the home country perspective. For
example, the increased unemployment rate in the home, higher flexibility in the homecountry market, and subsidies provided by home government (Fratocchi et al., 2016).
Thereby, reasons for reshoring that are related to the interaction of dispersed facilities
of a focal firm are not discussed in the literature. Therefore, the focus of this study is
directed to analyse reshoring phenomenon from the perspective of strategic capabilities
of network-manufacturing.
5.2.2

Theoretical positioning of the study

5.2.2.1 The Resource Based View
Effective and efficient use of resources and desired capabilities is a necessary condition
for achieving target performance, which in operations management terms means the
resources must be managed efficiently. The management of the dispersed facilities of
intra-firm manufacturing, therefore, can be positioned as being an increasingly
important part of international manufacturing (Cheng et al., 2015). Thus, by developing
a range of capabilities effectively, the success of the global firm is more likely to be
attained.
The resource-based view (RBV) suggests that the firm’s resources and
capabilities should be the foundation of its strategy. Capabilities involve complex
patterns of coordination between people and other resources (Grant, 1991). He viewed
capabilities as ‘organisational routines’ which are made up of coordinated actions to
deploy resources. Moreover, the RBV view states that “orchestrating capabilities,
including leveraging the collective capabilities, produces not only stronger and
synergetic outcomes but does so in a way to produce ambiguity of cause and effect;…this
ambiguity makes it difficult to imitate” (Hitt et al., 2016; p.79).
The management of intra-firm dispersed facilities can incorporate valuable
conclusions from RBV. Although the activities can be offshored -which is easy to imitatesuccessfully, in order to deploy resources the relationship with the facilities, that is to
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say, the management of activities in dispersed locations is more complex and difficult
to imitate. We invoke RBV in this study. Hence, we argue that companies can become
more successful if they can access and are capable of managing resources both in the
home and host facilities. Accordingly, we need to pay attention to the dimension of the
capabilities that generate competences for the firm, for manufacturing in dispersed
facilities.
5.2.2.2 Manufacturing strategy and network operation
Manufacturing strategy is a collective pattern of decisions that acts upon the
formulation and deployment of manufacturing resources (Cox and Blackstone, 1998). It
aims to align a company’s resources and capabilities to achieve competitive advantage
(Slack and Lewis, 2015). In the field of international manufacturing, the motivation and
reasons for going global might be the internal or external pressures of the firms, such as
described in the ‘eclectic model’ (Dunning, 1980). From a global production network
point of view, manufacturing strategies are in fact an artefact of the reasons that initially
determined the globalisation intentions (Größler, 2010). We take manufacturing
strategy as the starting point for locating dispersed facilities, henceforth to derive the
capabilities of international manufacturing.
Scholars (e.g. Rudberg and Olhager, 2003; Shi and Gregory, 1998) define intrafirm networks as the global manufacturing consisting of multiple interconnected
facilities owned by the parent company and/or which have direct control over them.
Among others, Porter (1986) was the first to posit the distinctive issues of international
manufacturing such as, how a firm’s activities are configured worldwide and how the
activities are performed. Kogut (1990) distinguishes these activities: initial -which
includes access to raw materials, cost and skill differences, and market coverages; and
sequential -the coordinated management of the global network. Hence, the decisionmaking process related to international manufacturing operations involve decisions
concerning (i) configuration of facilities and (ii) the operation of activities in globally
dispersed facilities.
The configuration determines the arrangement of the facilities, that is, where
each activity in the value chain takes place. This is the first building block of the
international manufacturing since the question of where to manufacture and how to
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serve the customers is answered here. According to Miltenburg (2009), there are many
levers for configuration, such as size, focus and the capabilities of the facility, geographic
dispersion, and the degree of integration. Meanwhile, configuration decisions are driven
by the contextual factors of the market region and the products selected. A
comprehensive list of elements linked to the configuration choice is given in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Elements related to network configuration
Elements

Definition

Main references

Product

It includes product’s life cycle, product volumes, and the

Dubois et al. (1993), Ellram

technology. This plays a vital role in the manufacturing

et al. (2013), Kinkel (2014),

configuration.

Rudberg and Olhager (2003)

Production

Companies can pick different levels of production

Bolisani and Scarso (1996),

process

processes depending on their flexibility and cost

Dubois et al. (1993)

requirements.
These criteria influence configuration decisions in a
different order.
Market/

Companies can organise their manufacturing strategy

Miltenburg (2005)

geographical

depending on the target to be globalised, and also on the

Salgado et al. (2012)

coverage

pressure from local responsiveness.

Competitive

Competitive priorities drive improvement activities in

Dubois et al. (1993)

priorities

the manufacturing system; this, in turn, influences the

Hallen and John (1985)

extent to which the company adopts offshore

Miltenburg (2009)

manufacturing.
The size of

The differences in importance assigned to the offshoring

Cheng et al. (2015)

the company

strategy choices vary with the size of companies. For

Roza et al. (2011)

example, large firms are likely to offshore the
exploitative functions and choose for far-shoring while
the opposite is true for smaller companies.
Experience in

A firm’s business experience, a strategic resource not

Barney (1991)

business

easily imitated, acts as a source of competitive

Dubois et al. (1993)

advantage; thus it impacts on its manufacturing
strategy.
Business

Business orientation covers different dimensions based

Dubois et al. (1993),

orientation

on the purpose of the business. Companies operating on

Shi and Gregory (1998)

B2B and B2C have different views on the decision
regarding the international manufacturing
configuration.
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Second, the operation of activities, i.e. coordinated management of network
manufacturing defines how the production facilities are interconnected and linked to
realising the company’s strategy (Cheng, Farooq and Johansen, 2015). The operation of
activities in dispersed facilities includes the decision regarding the degree of
centralisation and the exchange of resources across facilities. According to Martinez and
Jarillo (1989), centralisation -i.e. the level and position of decision authority-, and the
standardisation of processes and procedures are included in the formal mechanisms of
coordination. In such, the activity coordination is mostly supported by a pre-established
work procedure which acts as a means of impersonal communication. Moreover, with
an increased interdependence of multiple facilities in a network, coordination implies a
mix of use of impersonal methods and a greater use of personal communication -as a
means of informal coordination among system sensitive members (Mascarenhas,1984).
5.2.2.3 Strategic capabilities of network-manufacturing
Capabilities that result from the dispersion of manufacturing facilities and their
integration are called network-manufacturing capabilities (Shi and Gregory 1998).
Therefore, the capabilities necessary to achieve the goals of network-manufacturing are
realised through the configuration of manufacturing facilities, and the way
manufacturing activities are managed over the network. The advantage gained from the
network-manufacturing capabilities through superior resources or a superior
deployment of resources results in a competitive advantage (Colotla, Shi and Gregory,
2003). Eventually, these capabilities affect the overall performance of the company. Shi
and Gregory (1998) proposed a list of strategic capabilities: target accessibility,
thriftiness ability, learning and mobility. In the following paragraphs, we have discussed
the different dimensions and identified the characteristics or attributes related to each
dimensions of capability.
Target accessibility. Target accessibility comprises the aim of selecting the
facility location in a manufacturing network (Cheng, Farooq and Johansen, 2011).
Therefore, the advantages of accessibility are very similar to those of the reasons for
dispersion of facilities. Ferdows (1997) initially identified three classes of location
advantages. In addition, other authors have refined and extended those reasons for
configuration. Although the list was long, only the three primary factors -i.e. access to
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low-cost production, proximity to market, and access to skills and knowledge- have been
empirically validated (Feldmann and Olhager, 2013). Shi and Gregory (1998)
highlighted that these are more sensitive to global changes; for example, customer
requirements, future trends, information, and competition. Unexpected changes in the
external forces might fuel the reconfiguration of global production and related
strategies. Hence, an understanding of these driving forces behind the network
configuration is essential to the understanding of the missions of international
manufacturing.
Thriftiness ability. Economies of scope reflect the ability to develop more
efficiency through networking. This ability is mainly obtained from sharing technology,
engineering, manufacturing, and development competencies within a manufacturing
network for different products (Shi and Gregory, 1998). The benefits of economies of
scope are high when competencies, for example, centralised product development, are
bundled in a facility and then transferred to other facilities in the network. Hence, the
economies of scope ability are fostered by the extent of competencies to perform
activities in the dispersed facilities of a network. Economics of scale refers to the
advantages gained by the concentration or aggregation of production volume across
facilities in a network. If a manufacturing network allows the production of a particular
product in multiple facilities, then the bundling of production volume -that is, the degree
of concentration- gives rise to achieve the economies of scale. Moreover, this feature is
primarily linked to the basic network configuration (Shi and Gregory 1998).
Learning ability. Learning in a manufacturing network composed of
transferring internally generated knowledge -e.g. acquired in the home facility- to the
other facilities in the network (Colotla, Shi and Gregory, 2003). Learning ability is
mainly derived from the coordination of dispersed facilities (Shi and Gregory 1998).
Usually, this starts in a facility as it develops processes and technologies, and
emphasises lateral knowledge flow in the network. Hence, the degree of knowledge
exchange, for example, product knowledge or process related knowledge, among the
facilities of a manufacturing-network is the means of learning ability.
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Mobility ability. Companies operating network facilities usually derive their
advantage from a superior mobility ability through the transfer of products or processes
between facilities; also from managerial skill mobility to accelerate the acquisition of
skills, knowledge or culture (Miltenburg 2009; Shi and Gregory 1998). Satisfying the
mission of network-manufacturing, mobility ability suggests a strong synergistic and
integration power (Shi and Gregory 1998). In addition, to realise the mobility within a
manufacturing network, resources -such as technology or processes- must be duplicated
(Kogut, 1990). Thus, mobility is higher when the facilities are able to produce the same
products, or when the products produced in different facilities require identical
production processes and technologies. Therefore, the mobility is reflected by the degree
of duplication of the above activities in the network.

5.3 Methodology
Research on reshoring is still in the early stages, and there is limited understanding of
dynamics linked to this phenomenon (Fratocchi et al., 2016). Since the purpose of this
study is to explore the role of network operation to the phenomenon of reshoring, we
used the case-study research method. This resrach design allows us to investigate the
complexity of management of activities in globally dispersed facilities and of a
phenomenon which only previous fragmentary knowledge exists.
The following three sub-sections summarise the case selection and access,
methods used to collect and analysis of empirical data. The research design and issues
of research quality are comprehensively presented in chapter 3.
5.3.1

Case selection and access

According to Miles and Huberman (1994)’s sampling suggestions, case selection was
performed in two steps. Firstly, manufacturing companies in geographical proximity headquartered in Madrid and Stockholm- were considered as potential candidates. The
primary inclusion criteria were to the approach the companies that had extensive
offshore manufacturing experience, also faced challenges in operating their dispersed
facilities and hence, subsequently reshored some or all of their offshore activities.
According to, Johnston et al., (1999) this is a similarity in context. The aim was to learn
from retrospective cases. Company details were collected from media reports regarding
reshoring.
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Secondly, cases were selected based on company’s (approached) willingness to
participate, that is, organisations that had communicated the information openly.
Taking into account both the time and cost needed to conduct the case studied and the
purpose, i.e. gaining an insight into the failure-in-offshore cases, we preferred
convenience sampling. Ultimately, three companies, shown in Table 5.2, were selected.
The case companies were different, such as the size of the firm (small-medium and
largely based on the number of employees), two of them have their home operations in
Spain and another one in Sweden. Company names are disguised to maintain
anonymity, to comply with their request. A small sample was chosen because of the
expected difficulty in obtaining comprehensive information from a large number of
cases.
5.3.2

Data collection

Data were collected with semi-structured questionnaires and a study of company
reports. The data collection was compiled by interviewing the manager involved in the
manufacturing strategy formulation and/or implementation, the international
operations manager, and the plant manager of each company. All respondents were
selected as the most appropriate informants because of their involvement and having
in-depth knowledge of manufacturing in their dispersed facilities. This reduces the
likelihood of misinterpretation and increases the availability of multiple viewpoints. To
minimise differing and incomplete views (e.g. Case-C, differing views on product quality
in headquarters and dispersed facility), we asked for re-discuss the possible reasons,
which led to convergence (Voss et al., 2002). Studies were carried out between
February-May 2015, and February-April 2016.
To improve the rigour and increase validity, a set of questions was prepared in
advance. The interview questions were guided by four categories: general company
information, global manufacturing footprint, the operation of dispersed facilities, and
the decision to reshore. [see Appendix-C]. Afterwards, the questions (together with an
introduction letter) were sent to each interviewee before the interview session.
Altogether, nine interviews were conducted, in which an individual interview typically
lasted from 2 to 4 hours. Interviews began with the introduction of the basic information
of the companies and continued with open questions related to the operation of
dispersed facilities. There were two researchers present at each interview.
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All interviews were audio recorded and then transcribed for further
documentation and analysis. Transcription is important for both transparency and
replication, which are key aspects of the reliability of the case study method (Gibbert
and Ruigrok, 2010). According to Gibbert et al. (2008), “Transparency can be enhanced
through measures such as careful documentation and clarification of the research
procedures” while “Replication may be accomplished by putting together a case study
database, which should include the case study notes, the case study documents, and the
narratives collected during the study” (p. 1468). Hence, the interview script, audio files,
notes, and company reports were gathered and documented to prepare the data for
analysis. To avoid the misinterpretation of facts and figures, case descriptions were sent
back to the interviewee. After several iterations of correction, the case reports were
finalised. This established the chain of evidence and guaranteed construct validity (Yin,
2009).
5.3.3

Data analysis

Data analysis was carried out simultaneously with the data collection, which provides
the flexibility to make relevant adjustments throughout the process (Eisenhardt, 1989).
Data were analysed in the light of the methodology proposed by Miles and Huberman
(1994), which consists of three main phases. (i) data reduction, (ii) data display, and (iii)
conclusion drawing and verification.
Interview scripts were coded to develop themes and categories using the
thematic analysis approach where the common unit of analysis is the intra-firm
manufacturing network of a product or product group. Note here that, pointing toward
a specific product level, i.e. an extended (new) unit of analysis, makes this study
different than the previous study in Chapter 4. Thematic analysis is defined as the
process of encoding qualitative information in order to determine patterns that are
useful to describe and organize possible observations or interrupt aspects of a
phenomenon (Boyatzis, 1998). The emerged themes were coded according to common
labels (as shown in Table 5.3). Moreover, the information about configuration, vis-à-vis
the elements of Table 5.1, and the operation of activities was interpreted to perform the
detailed coding. Subsequently, the themes were interpreted to establish the logical
reasoning about the study objects, that is dimensions of strategic capabilities of
international manufacturing.
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Table 5.2 Characteristics of studied companies
Elements

Company: A

Company: B

Company: C

Product

Toy manufacturer
8 product categories
30 brand umbrellas

Manufacturer of the High-tech business product.
Single brand with no categorization.

Production process

Discrete manufacturing of products.
Batch production of parts.
Some specific part/product requires a
job-shop operation.

Three different production processes:
Discrete manufacturing, of parts.
Chemical treatment of the main unit is done in batches. Products are assembled in batches.
Fabrication of Frames (which are made-up of glass and
aluminium) is in batches.
Assembly operations are in line-production.

Market coverage/
geographical
coverage

Products are present in 95 countries,
around the world.
Some global brands; some regional
brands.

European market.
Most of the final products were sold in the German
market.

Products are present in more than 30 countries
around the world.
Scandinavia, Canada, and Russia were the major
markets.

Competitive
priorities

Innovation, quality, safety, the ability
to experiment, ability to manage a
complex system.

Quality, flexibility regarding operating efficiency, e.g.
adjustment to volume change.

The Strong brand image represents high-quality
standard to its end-customer.

Size of the company

700 employees

500 employees

100 employees

Experience in
business

Over 50 years manufacturing
experience.

20 years manufacturing experience.

Over 60 years manufacturing experience.

Business orientation

Business to Customer

Business to Business

Business to Customer

Manufacturing
network

Multiple manufacturing networks.
• Multi-domestic manufacturing
configuration for market-seeking
oriented offshoring.
• Global-integrated manufacturing
configuration option for low-cost
seeking to offshore.

Multiple manufacturing networks.
• All of its networks were built on the low-costoriented concept.
• Its manufacturing networks are positioned
somewhere in-between the multi-domestic
manufacturing configuration and the globally
integrated manufacturing configuration of Shi and
Gregory’s (1998) classification.

Multiple manufacturing networks
• Both of its manufacturing networks are oriented
towards, or at least built initially, from lower
cost perspectives.
• Its networks could be positioned as a Global
integrated manufacturing configuration of Shi
and Gregory´s manufacturing network
classification.
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Using these themes, a cross-case comparison between different individual
cases was conducted. This step improves the external validity of the study as it allows
for searching common evidence on four selected dimensions of capabilities, thus
reducing the subjectivity in the data analysis. To increase the reliability of the findings,
an explanation of each case was tested twice by looking into the field notes to see how
well supported they were.

Table 5.3 Basic definition of coding categories
Categories

Definition

Network

Essential to understanding the driving forces required for the configuration of

dispersion

dispersed facilities.

Extent of

Extent or reach of competences in the intra-firm network manufacturing represents

competences

the sharing of competencies (e.g., development, manufacturing) among facilities.

Knowledge

Transfer of product and related process, also the cultural aspects of knowledge

exchange

among the facilities of an intra-firm network, to facilitate learning.

Degree of

The presence of a similar product, process or technology among the facilities of an

duplication

intra-firm network, to obtain advantages from the mobility.

Based on the analysis of the empirical case-studies, the findings of this study are
presented and discussed in the following section.

5.4 Findings and discussion
By analysing and reviewing the interview notes and company documents, the
“management of activities in dispersed facilities” in the case companies found to be
revealing for the decision to reshore facilities from host locations. The first stage of
analysis that is within-case analysis comprised analysis in ‘management of activities in
intra-firm network’, and ‘mapping of network-operation capabilities’ for each case
company. This discussion reveals interesting observations and remarks on ‘why’ the
companies decided to bring back the production facilities. Discussion on about two is
presented in the following two sub-sections.
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5.4.1

Within-case analysis:
Operation of activities in intra-firm network

Company-A suffered from poor operational performance in processing orders,
transportation lead-time, and customer service of the products manufactured in the
low-cost oriented offshore facility. As mentioned by the international operations
manager: “….it became difficult to ensure the quality and the delivery lead-time”. The
fact was that Company-A reveals a significant increase in their (products
manufactured in dispersed facilities) total cost of production which was due to
excessive communications both in personal and impersonal types. These unplanned
communications were anticipated to ensure the product quality. In addition, the
choice of shorter delivery lead-time in order to exposed to the changes in the market
requirements acts as critical for their decision. As mentioned by the international
operations manager, “we have been trying to reduce the usual lead-time from 90 days
to 45 days,…… but without success. This restricts a quicker response to the changing
nature of customer demand”.
Likewise, Company-B stated that the issues of operation of the dispersed
facilities, i.e. excessive coordination to maintain the product quality was important for
the reshoring decision of this company. As stated by the international operations
manager, “….just after a few years, the management of our company realised that we
had already doubled our coordination and quality assurance efforts compared to its
starting period. However, the final product remains below the quality standard;
some products even have to be processed in our home facility again”. Hence, the
issues of operation of the dispersed facilities, i.e. excessive coordination to maintain
the product quality was important for the reshoring decision of this company.
Moreover, delivery lead-time was also crucial in utilising company’s global production
capacity. This was because the centralised management had to manage the trade-off
between long-haul transportation versus the high weight-to-cost ratio of the product.
Which is reflected from the comment “...there were insufficient network-level
flexibilities to deliver products on time”.
Company-C experienced challenges to ensure the quality of the raw material;
also to manage the product quality with the expected lead-time. As the plant manager
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stated, “unexpected raw-material inputs, frequent changes of production workers,
instructions were not followed”. Moreover, delivery lead-time of 6 to 8 weeks (from
the Far-East facility to the European customer bases) was a long time. This forced the
company to maintain a safety stock. However, it was not worthwhile to maintain large
safety stocks for such seasonal products. The fact was that, on the one hand, in order
to maintain the quality standard additional administrative efforts were evident; on the
other hand, unexpected changes in the raw-materials and long delivery lead-time led
to the overall disadvantages for the intra-firm network manufacturing.
5.4.2

Within-case analysis:
Mapping network-manufacturing capabilities

5.4.2.1 Company-A
Accessibility. In locating the facility in China, the drivers for offshoring the production
were the advantages of lower labour and raw-materials costs as compared to the home
location. However, some changes in the advantage were apparent. As mentioned by an
interviewee, “..we have observed an increase in wages in China,……..though the
change in the wage rate was not so high, the added complexity in getting the right
products on time leads to an overall higher cost”. Hence, Company-A experienced
partial benefits from the accessibility due to the changes in strategic resources, i.e.
increased labour costs at a price higher than the expected level.
Thriftiness. According to the design of the low-cost oriented production network, the
home facility held development, purchasing and production competencies while the
host facility held production competence. However, in the operation of dispersed
facilities, the advantage regarding economies of scope was indistinct due to the
problem raised by excessive communication. Company-A management stated,
“….managers (of the home facility) need extra travel to ensure the product quality”.
This reflects the low reach of production competencies in this manufacturing network.
Hence, an inadequate level of thriftiness ability is depicted here, as the advantages of
centralised product development and purchasing were diminished by the weak
integration between the home and host facilities.
Learning. The home facility was responsible for product development and design.
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Accordingly, this facility provided knowledge to the dispersed facility. However,
knowledge transfer in the opposite direction was not apparent in Company-A’s
international manufacturing, which is reflected by the international operation
manager stating, “…..it was not designed to train the host employees in the home or
another facility. ….Besides, the home-based managers mostly hold the responsibility
for the output quality”.

Hence, Company-A suffered from the lack of active

participation of all facilities (members). Furthermore, as the products produced in
multiple facilities were completely different, there was no possibility to bring
production employees from another facility to provide in-depth process related
knowledge. Thus, interdependency between facilities is needed to increase their
knowledge sharing.
Mobility. According to the design of manufacturing in dispersed facilities, i.e.
considering the focus of a scale producer, Company-A stated that they have no mobility
of product or processes. This is because the dispersed facility has a different product
portfolio from the home facility.
5.4.2.2 Company-B
Accessibility. The offshore facilities of Company-B aimed to increase its production
capacity as well as to attain the low-cost benefits of production input. It is remarkable
that the access regarding a low-cost production input was deemed capable here since
the company did not witness any change in the costs. However, the functionality of its
manufacturing in dispersed facilities largely strived for the other dimensions of the
strategic capabilities.
Thriftiness. Company-B had invested in machinery that was aimed to obtain the
required quality products from the low-cost oriented facilities. Internally, the company
had the competence to process its high-tech products. This was reflected as the plant
manager stated: “..our (product’s manufactured in the home facility) quality level was
much closer to the quality of market leader”. The reach of know-hows (especially the
production and quality control knowledge) to the offshore facilities became the most
important issue in order to make the network manufacturing a success. However,
excessive travel from the home to host facilities, as well as an additional task
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performed in the home facility indicates an insufficient level of competence transfer
between facilities. As mentioned by the plant manager, “… sometimes we had to
perform extra work (on products coming from other facilities) to make them
saleable”.
Learning. Though the home-centric management put extra administrative efforts
(through travel and communication) to transfer the process-related knowledge, the
results were not reflected in their final products. As highlighted by the management,
“…we have several unplanned trips,…however, similar types of problems exist”.
Hence, the limitations in knowledge transfer appear as a severe impact on the learning
capability, because the quality of the offshore product remained below the standard
level.
Another interesting observation is that of the cultural aspects of knowledge
transfer difficulties. This is highlighted by the international operations manager
stating, “cultural differences and differences in the mindset cause differences
(between home and host employees) in ways-of-doing. ….. for example, the host
managers had a general tendency to say ‘yes’ before understanding what we said.
However, we found a similar problem… later again”. Therefore, the network
management has suffered from the working attitude of the knowledge receivers.
Hence, managing manufacturing activities in the facilities of Far-East locations gave
rise to the issues of human aspects as well as cultural differences that were also crucial
for knowledge transfer.
Mobility. The primary condition for attaining advantages from the ‘mobility’ within a
manufacturing network is seen here in the case of Company-B. That is, according to
their network configuration, there were duplications of production processes among
its facilities. However, though there were managerial movements -both, planned and
unplanned travel- from the home to the host facilities, Company-B experienced a low
degree of operating efficiency. The management of the company stated, “…..similar
types of problems in their products (dispersed facilities) continued, as in the early
days of offshore manufacturing”. Overall, the ability to create learning through the
‘mobility’ was limited.
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5.4.2.3 Company-C
Accessibility. The initial drivers for the network configuration were the advantage of
lower labour and raw materials costs. In managing its dispersed facilities, the company
experienced the difficulty of obtaining raw materials at a consistent quality. CompanyC’s management stated that “… in the Far-East facility, though there was a person
assigned to purchasing…… we observed unexpected raw-materials inputs. Managers
(home facility) had to travel to support them”. In addition, the inconsistency of
production employees was evident, “it was unexpected that…in the Chinese facility,
there was inconsistency in factory workers”. Apart from the access to cheaper
production inputs, Company-C strived for consistent quality of raw materials and the
stability of labour. The consequences of these challenges of accessibility were reflected
in the final product, as well as in other dimensions of strategic capabilities such as
learning.
Thriftiness. As the network-manufacturing strategy developed, the home facility of
Company-C provided the R&D, product design and procurement competencies to the
facilities in their network. Though other facilities were designed to have the production
process competencies, production coordination for the Chinese facility required
excessive attention. As stated by the international operations manager, “instructions
were not interpreted in the same way, which required detailed interpretations, …thus
leading to extra administrative efforts”. Hence, there was a low reach of competences
in the dispersed facility.
Learning. Centralised mechanisms to transfer the product design and productionrelated knowledge involved both formal -i.e. written instructions- and informal/direct
travel of the production manager. As mentioned by the international operations
manager, “the production manager from Sweden, usually travels to the offshore
facilities. This is to check the activities according to the written instructions,… also to
demonstrate the production process to the employees”. Hence, the home facility
conducted a high-reach of product development activity and generated knowledge to
the dispersed facilities. However, according to the comment of the plant manager,
“production instructions were not followed….…ensuring the quality standard is
difficult”, a low degree of learning is reflected. Moreover, as noted earlier, the
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inconsistency of the production employees resulted in an overall diminishing rate of
learning in the Chinese facility.
Mobility. The degree of duplication is the prerequisite to achieve network-level
mobility. Here in the case of Company-C, the network manufacturing showed limited
mobility ability. This is because the individual facilities were dedicated to
manufacturing a different product or product groups. As stated by the interviewee, “it
is not possible to train the employees (e.g. Chinese) in another facility (e.g. Sweden)”.
In answering the research question (RQ2), the study demonstrates that
managerial challenges in the operation of dispersed facilities act as a lever for the
choice of reshoring. These are highlighted in the cross-case analysis of strategic
capabilities, as presented in next sub-section.
5.4.3

Cross-case analysis

Even if the three studied companies are not entirely similar, regarding offshoring and
reshoring they have a close similarity; hence, knowledge can be deduced from them.
All three companies offshored their activities to extend their capacity and to reap the
benefits of lower production costs from Far-East locations. Following the discussion
of capability dimensions (utilising the coding characteristics presented in Table 5.3) in
individual cases, their level of influence on the reshoring phenomenon is summarised
in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4 level of influence for each dimension of network-capability
Capabilities

Experience
Company-A

Company-B

Company-C

Accessibility

(+)

(0)

(+)

Thriftiness

(+)

(+)

(+)

Learning

(++)

(++)

(++)

Mobility

(0)

(+)

(0)

The cross-case analysis on each dimension are as follows:
Accessibility. All three companies (reshored facilities) focused profoundly on access to
the lower-cost of production inputs. That is, in their strategy for international
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manufacturing, the network dispersion decisions were made concerning either cheap
materials and/or a lower wage rate compared to their facilities in the European region.
Meanwhile, Company-A experienced a small drop in the wage-gap, and Company-C
experienced quality variations in production inputs with targeted costs. The fact is that
both the Company-A and -C struggled to evaluate persistently whether the expected
gap sustained, or how to sustain the target accessibility. For example, apart from the
access to a lower cost-of-production, Company-C strived for access to the availability
of skills to maintain the consistency in raw materials. Hence, once an offshore decision
has been made it is necessary to improve the capabilities of strategic resource access.
Thriftiness. All the studied companies have offshore manufacturing strategies to keep
their core competencies internal to the home facility. For instance, product design and
development competencies were fully internalised for all three companies. Hence, for
the ‘thriftiness’ capability, with an emphasis on the economics of scope, know-how on
production processes and quality control represent the important competencies for
other facilities in their network. Interestingly, all the cases display extra control
mechanisms, very little network learning and economies of scope. In the case of
Company-A, limited integration between home and host facilities acted as a barrier to
achieving the advantage from the centralised management of R&D and purchasing;
while, Company-B experienced additional work performed at the home facility in
order to fix the quality problem, viewed as the low reach of process competencies in
the host facilities. Company-C provided extra effort on control, which was to protect
the unexpected changes in raw materials and errors in the products. The analysis
reveals that companies provide excessive efforts in integration and control in order to
support the low reach of desired competencies in dispersed facilities.
Learning. Learning, in the perspective of manufacturing in intra-firm dispersed
facilities, is focused mainly on gathering and fulfilling functional knowledge to
perform specific needs and is stimulated when one facility is affected by the knowledge
of the others. From the experience of the three companies, we see how the challenges
of network learning have been reflected in the product quality vis-à-vis the choice of
reshoring. For instance, in the case of Company-A, one-way knowledge transfer and a
limited level of active participation of the host facility represents its knowledge
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exchange scenario. Company-B reveals a flawed learning ability which was reflected as
the inefficient transfer of engineering know-how; in addition, the cultural and human
aspect was considered as a challenge for knowledge exchange. Company-C viewed the
issues of production-related knowledge transfer as not only a lever for learning but
also realised that the inconsistency of production employees made it difficult to
achieve the long-term advantages from learning and competencies, thereby causing
irregular quality defects. These findings showed that long-term network learning was
an obvious influence on the company’s strategy of international manufacturing, due to
its linkage to the quality of products manufactured in dispersed facilities.
Mobility. The degree of duplication of products, processes or managerial skills
between facilities is the prerequisite for the advantage of mobility in network
manufacturing. Globally dispersed facilities (studied companies) were designed to
have a fixed product or product group. Thus, to realise the ‘mobility’ within their
network, duplication of processes and managerial skills was to be expected. Despite
the expected advantages of the mobility through the degree of duplication using the
standardisation of processes, Company-B has not seen the benefit (e.g. operating
efficiency) from ‘mobility’ in their dispersed facilities. Which was due to a lack of
synergy between the facilities of its network. Hence, the mere existence of duplication
possibility cannot ensure benefits of mobility; which also requires a strong synergistic
effort in the network. Therefore, the relationship between integration requirements
and ‘mobility’ has been demonstrated by this case, indicating its influence on
company’s manufacturing strategy.
The findings of the case study show that how the characteristics which explain
the capabilities influence the choice of reshoring. As shown in Table 5.4, “thriftiness”
and “learning” capabilities, as determined by the ‘extent of competencies’, ‘networkintegration’ and ‘knowledge exchange’, appear to be mostly linked to the reasons for
reshoring. Regarding the extent of competences, failure to establish the reach of
competences in the dispersed facilities was apparent from the additional work
performed -to fix the defects- in the home facility (Company-B). Likewise, CompanyA demonstrated the limited integration of the home and host facilities which restricts
the advantages of centralised management of R&D and purchasing. Regarding
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knowledge exchange, studied companies suffered from poor learning abilities due to
the one-way transfer of knowledge, limited participation of the host employees, the
inconsistency of production employees, and cultural and human aspects. Each of these
issues is likely to affect the quality of the products manufactured in the dispersed
facilities. Therefore, the reshoring of host facilities to the home locations was viewed
here as the ease of knowledge exchange within an acceptable reach of activities.

5.5 Conclusion and implications
In the extant research on reshoring, scholars have identified quality and delivery leadtime, among others, as being the underlying problems that restrict companies in
fulfilling their promises of offshore manufacturing. Furthermore, researchers have
opined that increasing difficulties in managing long-distance facilities nullify the
benefits of the lower cost of production inputs in dispersed locations. The research
encompassing these two important aspects of reshoring is limited. In this way,
empirical studies that investigate the dimensions of capabilities that determine the
management of dispersed facilities, and their effects on the underlying problems, visà-vis reshoring, were not found. Therefore, this study explored the linkage of
individual dimensions of strategic capabilities to the decision to reshore dispersed
facilities. Based on empirical data collected from three case companies based in Spain
and Sweden, the study finds that thriftiness and learning capabilities have noticeable
relationship to reshoring phenomenon.
Using the RBV of the firm, it has been argued that the competitive advantage of
network operation should be gained through access to resources (from dispersed
location) and the capabilities to deploy resources. For an intra-firm manufacturing
network, the capabilities to deploy resources refers to the capabilities required to
obtain advantages from the operation of dispersed facilities. An empirical analysis of
our case study demonstrated how a lack of network integration and knowledgeexchange abilities, among others, emerge as the reasons behind the inferior quality
product, which forced the companies to reshore facilities. In this respect, according to
the call of Fratocchi et al. (2016) to tie reshoring with RBV, this research has
highlighted the firm’s inability to develop capabilities when operating in foreign
contexts.
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The findings also have valuable implications for managers. Firstly, the
discussion of different capability dimensions and their implications on the reshoring
phenomenon provides a picture of the necessary (lack thereof) capabilities that may
help managers to prioritise the coordination of international manufacturing. For
instance, organisations need not only to focus on target accessibility (e.g. lower cost of
production inputs) but also to focus on managing or developing other dimensions of
capabilities in order to maximise the benefit of international manufacturing.
Practitioners can thus manage the dispersed facilities in a more target-oriented
manner. Secondly, the description of the operation of activities in dispersed facilities,
drawing on the experience of failure cases, unveils how the difficulties in network
operation could limit the target advantage of offshoring. Such difficulties might be due
to the lack of coherence between strategy formulation and implementation. Therefore,
an interplay among the decision-makers, managers involved in strategy formulation
and international operations managers seems crucial here. Hence, organisations
should actively manage the interactions among managers to increase the success rate,
i.e. to obtain the advantages of offshore manufacturing.

5.6 Limitations of this study
This research has a few limitations worth noting. First, the selected cases for this study
are limited to the context of industries. Research might consider firms from several
industries to introduce the possibility of industry-specific findings. Hence, the results
cannot be generalized to other different industries such as food, chemicals, and so
forth. Second, the study follows a qualitative research approach using multiple casestudy research method; thus the subjectivity of the analysis might be a concern.
Therefore, the study does not aim to generalise the results to other industries; rather
we consider the result as imperative signs to understand how the operation of
dispersed facilities practically shows its importance in network-manufacturing.
However, results might be generalised to some extent (e.g. industries) in order to
improve the validity of the outcome. Based on that, we recommend future researchers
to develop a testable hypothesis that could be investigated using data from a largescale survey. Additionally, this would allow examining the differences between
different types of offshore manufacturing. Finally, as a proposal for future research
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longitudinal case studies are suggested, on companies that have offshoring and
consequent reshoring experience to understand the initial decision scenario and its
consequences on reshoring decision.
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CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
RESEARCH
This chapter aims to summarise the answers to the research questions; hence, briefly
discusses the findings and contributions. Moreover, it discusses the implications and
limitations of this research. Followed by an outline of directions for future research.
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6.1 Research findings
This thesis intended to explore the craft of manufacturing-network management, and
the role of IMN management to infer the phenomenon of reshoring. Particularly, the
research focused on exploring the interaction between coordination of IMN and
strategic objective/s of international manufacturing. In addition, the thesis has
investigated the phenomenon of reshoring through looking at the interaction of
resources and activities in multiple facilities of a firm. Accordingly, it has identified the
reasons and motivations for investigating the operational issues of international
manufacturing, and the role of network-manufacturing capabilities (linked to network
operations) on reshoring phenomenon. As shown in Chapter 2, the general theoretical
literature on this subject; and in Chapter 4 and 5, the literature specifically in the
context of empirical studies of this thesis are disclosed.
The main empirical findings are study-specific, and were summarised in
chapter 4 and chapter 5 for individual empirical work. The findings to answer the two
central research questions of this thesis are synthesised in the following paragraphs.
(i)

In answering the first research question of this thesis, RQ1: How does the
strategic objective of international manufacturing affect the management of
IMN?, the following findings were obtained.
In the management of international manufacturing networks, the competitive

priorities and the focus of offshored facilities were expained as central in setting
strategic objectives of network operation. Moreover, these two affects the mechanisms
applied in the coordination of intra-firm manufacturing network. Given the findings
presented in Chapter 4, out of four elements of competitive priorities, ‘quality’ and
‘flexibility’ are marked as most critical. In order to ensure these two priorities, the
management of IMN needs to employ -in varying levels- both the formal and informal
mechanisms of coordination. For instance, it was shown that the formal mechanisms
(as a means of product architecture and product instructions) of coordination were
linked to ensure the ‘quality’ of product. In addition, the informal mechanisms (e.g.
virtual exchange of process knowledge, and informal meetings) were promised to
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enhance the common understanding of product strategy, and to fulfil the specific need
for ‘conformance quality’.
Flexibility in product design and variety are the most common types that the
companies would like to share with their host facilities. In such, informal mechanisms
(e.g. virtual exchange among system-sensitive members) were the most important to
share the profound understanding of development knowledge and production
competencies. Moreover, it was shown that formal mechanisms, such as ‘predefined
work procedure’ and ‘planned meeting among the members of a global team’, are
critical for effective coordination of network-manufacturing. On the other hand,
coordination of dispersed facilities intended for delivery-dependability and speed, are
mostly in informal (e.g. problem-oriented coordination) mechanisms. Meanwhile,
coordination mechanisms those intended to ensure a reduced cost are mostly through
formal mechanisms.
Given the findings of mechanisms of coordination with the intent to strategic
focus of dispersed facilities, formal mechanisms stand as a building block in the
coordination of both market-focused and low-cost focused offshore facilities. On the
other hand, informal mechanisms are not prevalent in the same ways as the formal. It
was shown that informal mechanisms has varying level of preference depending upon
the focus-type as well as the elements of competitive priorities. Furthermore, taking
together competitive priorities (quality, flexibility, lead-time, and cost) and
mechanisms of network coordination, the findings suggest that low-cost focused
network-manufacturing has expressed more intensity towards the use of both formal
and informal mechanisms of coordination, than as required for market-focused type.
Indeed, it appears that though the formal mechanisms are equally vital for both focus
types, coordination of low-cost focused offshored facilities showed more preference
towards the informal mechanisms than that of market-focused.
(ii)

In answering the second research question, RQ2: How do the capabilities
linked to network operation infer the reshoring phenomenon?, this thesis has
sought to learn whether management of intra-firm dispersed facilities could
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demonstrate the motivations for reshoring. The following findings are
obtained:
The empirical study –intended to answer the second research question of this
thesis- deals with an increasingly important phenomenon of global manufacturing:
‘reshoring’. Especially, the network operation of manufacturing firms are influenced
by the management of activities in dispersed facilities due to a lack of competitiveness
in international production. The dimensions of network-manufacturing capabilities,
which are linked to the management of dispersed facilities, influences the companies
(studied) to rethink about existing network dispersion.
Given the findings presented in Chapter 5, operational issues vis-à-vis the
network-management has notable influence on the phenomenon of reshoring. Among
the four capability dimensions, “thriftiness” and “learning” capabilities as determined
by the ‘extent of competencies’, ‘network-integration’ and ‘knowledge exchange’, were
found to be mostly relevant in considering their manufacturing facilities back from
dispersed location. Exactly, these capabilities showed a predominant influnce in
ensuring the quality of products manufactured in network facilities.

6.2 Research contribution and implications
As an overall contribution, the thesis sought an enhanced understanding of operations
management. The thesis contribution is touching some areas of manufacturing
strategy, such as the management and development of manufacturing operations,
especially in international manufacturing strategy settings. The goal of this research is
to provide insights on activity management in the dispersed facilities of a firm, and
how it relates to the decision of manufacturing reshoring. Therefore, this research
contributes to the body of knowledge in the following ways.
First, while the focus of network coordination mainly revolves around the
performance measurement as an important issue (Cheng et al., 2015), this study
introduces the competitive priorities and focus of offshore facilities on coordination in
intra-firm dispersed facilities of a company. This study indicates that competitive
priorities, especially ‘quality’ and ‘flexibility’, serve as mediators for the choice of
mechanisms for coordination. The result helps to better manage the activity
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coordination in the manufacturing network of a firm. Moreover, in the process of
coordination, it also helps to make an integration and/or trade-off between the formal
and informal mechanisms. By extending the organisational management literature to
the scope of research on network manufacturing our findings enhance the research
stream ‘IMN management’; and reflects the need of today’s manager to consider
competitive priorities in the solution of network coordination.
Second, the particular type of information on reshoring phenomenon, that is,
the issues of ‘network operation’ has not been on the research agenda so far. Existing
works on reshoring has mainly focused on identifying the drivers; the most cited being,
e.g., rising cost, product quality problem, lack or inconsistency of skilled labour in the
host country (Fratocchi et al., 2016). Researchers opine that identified reasons mostly
belong to the host country characteristics of studied firms. Moreover, the current
status of the drivers has not yet been fully extended to conceptually explain reshoring
decisions of firms (Lampón et al., 2014), asking to consider some additional
perspectives. To our best knowledge, this research appears to be the first of its kind in
focusing on the relationship between the strategic capabilities linked to the operation
of manufacturing networks, and the reshoring phenomenon. The networkmanufacturing capabilities were highlighted as profound, and bear significant
relevance to the firm’s reshoring choice. Accordingly, the study provides the relative
importance of capability dimensions to this contemporary phenomenon. The study
also addressed some of the most critical issues for managers involved with the
management of manufacturing operations in dispersed facilities, as well as top-level
executives that define the global strategy of a firm. For instance, an interplay is highly
required among the decision-makers, managers involved in strategy formulation and
international operations managers in order to increase the success rate of
international manufacturing.
The findings will be of interest to both researchers and practitioners. For
researchers, the results can hopefully inspire to explore further the issues of concern
in manufacturing networks. For managers, the results can hopefully provide some
interesting perspectives for global manufacturing networks. In this, the intention was
to support practitioners in designing and adopting the activity management of
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international manufacturing; hence, adequately cope with the increasing challenge of
sustainable business decisions.
The results in this thesis have continuously been presented and discussed in
workshops and at research conferences (EDIM workshops, IWSPE, etc.), verifying the
relevance of the findings. Academics as well as managers have indicated the relevance
of the topic and have expressed great interest in this research and its findings.

6.3 Research limitations
Like any other research study, this research has limitations which are worth noting.
First, this research adopted a multiple case-study method and a qualitative data
analysis technique. Accordingly, we have considered potential approaches (such as,
multiple interview at each company, interview and data analysing conducted by more
than one researcher, having interview data cross-checked with the interviews, and
having a detailed case study protocol) to ensure the validity and reliability of our
findings. However, the statistical generalisation of larger set of population is not
concerned.
Second, two empirical works of this thesis were based on four and three case
companies entailing different industries. Additional studies on this topic that include
a larger sample of companies might be useful to assess the extent to which the
relationships derived from this research can be generalized. In addition, though the
research tried to consider different perspectives (focusing on different industry, from
two different countries –Spain and Sweden), the number of case companies are not
equally taken. Nevertheless, it was difficult to achieve more case-companies because
of the unwillingness of additional contacted companies to allocate time for this
research.
Rather, I would like to employ a multiple case study research design to broaden
the understanding of actual situations faced by the companies. Accordingly, the thesis
considers the findings as imperative signs to understand how the intra-firm network
manufacturing practically perceive the importance of managing globally-dispersed
facilities for the success of IMN.
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6.4 Suggestions for future research
The results of this thesis open up several avenues for future research. Based on the
findings and limitations discussed in study chapters of this thesis, the following
opportunities are suggested.
•

The analysis of study no.1 of this thesis has made use of four case-companies
located in Sweden. To be able to find support for the results and create the
possibility for generalisation, future research should focus on conducting case
studies involving a larger sample of companies in Sweden, and other countries.
It can be interesting to compare the network management of companies based in
two different countries in the European region.

•

Further research should take into consideration how specific business areas,
industries, and size of firms affect critical coordination mechanisms and
network-manufacturing capabilities.

•

Studying the network formed with other members of a company’s supply chain,
rather than a single company’s network, could be an opportunity to gain insight
into the coordination practice of global firms. Being related to limited capacity,
and attention of actors from companies, this did not appear in the studies of this
thesis. Identifying and studying such networks in details would expand further
knowledge on the process of network-management.

•

The findings of second study of this thesis would serve as the basis for future
research to further deepen the understanding of reshoring phenomenon, and to
gain additional insights into the management of network operations.

•

As discussed in the limitations of second study, in order to improve the validity
of the outcome (to increase the extent of generalisation) we recommend to
develop a testable hypothesis that could be investigated using data from a largescale survey.

•

Another very interesting and what I would think important future research
opportunity in reshoing and international manufacturing strategy research is to
investigate longitudinal case studies on companies that have offshored operation
and consequent reshoring experience. This could open a broader understanding
on initial decision scenario and its consequences on reshoring decision.
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Appendix A:
List of acronyms

Acronym

Designation

B2B

Business to Business

B2C

Business to Customer

CEO

Chief Executive Officer

IMN

International Manufacturing Network

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

MNC

Multinational Corporations

MS

Manufacturing strategy

OM

Operations Management

RBV

Resource Based View

R&D

Research and Development

SME

Small and Medium-sized Enterprises

US

United Sates
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Appendix B:
Interview check-list for empirical work #1
A. General company information
1. When the company started its manufacturing operation.
2. Total number of employees. Number of department, and the number of employees in
manufacturing.
3. Name and characteristics of product/s.
4. Manufacturing process of selected product/product group.
5. What are the order winners/qualifiers?
6. Target market. Position in the domestic and the international market.
B. Global manufacturing footprint
1.

Which country/ies have the manufacturing activities?

2. Is the whole production process (of selected product) carried out offshore? If parts,
which and why?
3. Was it through outsourcing to another company, or did the company make an
investment?
4. What are the requirements for the product?
5.

Please provide information about the labour intensity of the product.

6. What (if any) are the support activities you have to provide to the offshore facility?
7.

Where is the market of the product manufactured in an offshored location, i.e. near
to the offshore plant?, near to or distributed from the main facility, or in
combination?

C. Operation of dispersed facilities
1.

Who are involved in the communication between facilities?

2. How do you organise the coordination with dispersed facilities?
3. Please explain how you ensure that necessary steps have been taken in dispersed
facilities?
4. How have different activities been conducted in the network? (For instance:
development activities, production activities, and so forth).
5.

Please explain how the company organises the global quality management practice?

6. To what extent is the process of coordination affected by --product standardisation,
process standardisation, production planning and logistics control from the home
facility.
7.

What are the key challenges of operating a global manufacturing network?

8. What are the main advantages of working in another country?
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Appendix C:
Interview check-list for empirical work #2
A. General company information
1. When the company started its manufacturing operation.
2. Total number of employees. Number of department, and the number of employees in
manufacturing.
3. Name and characteristics of product/s.
4. Manufacturing process of selected product/product group.
5. What are the order winners/qualifiers?
6. Target market. Position in the domestic and the international market.
B. Global manufacturing footprint
1. Which country/ies have the manufacturing activities?
2. Is the whole production process (of selected product) carried out offshore? If parts,
which and why?
3. Was it through outsourcing to another company, or did the company make an
investment?
4. In which stage of the product lifecycle are the products offshored?
5. Where are the main suppliers of materials and machinery?
6. What are the requirements for the product?
7. Please provide information about the labour intensity of the product.
8. What (if any) are the support activities you have to provide to the offshore facility?
9. Where is the market of the product manufactured in an offshored location, i.e. near
to the offshore plant?, near to or distributed from the main facility, or in
combination?
10. Does the firm own its logistics facility in any foreign country?
C. Operation of dispersed facilities
1. Who are involved in the communication between facilities?
2. How do you organise the collaboration with dispersed facilities?
3. How were logistical constraints considered during the initial decision to offshore?
4. How have different activities been conducted in the network? Like: development
activities, production activities, and purchasing and logistics activities, and so forth.
5. Please explain how the company organises the global quality management practice?
6. Please explain how you ensure that necessary steps have been taken in dispersed
facilities?
7. To what extent is the process of coordination affected by --product standardisation,
process standardisation, production planning and logistics control from the home
facility.
8. How did the knowledge transfer take place within the facilities? Are you thinking to
improve this?
9. What are the consequences of ineffective knowledge transfer?
10. What are the main advantages of working in another country?
11. What problems did you face during the offshore operation?
D. Decision to reshore
1. Have you been increasing your manufacturing activities in the Home location in
recent years?
2. When was the time that the company decided about reconfiguration? (year, and
products maturity stage)
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3. What kind of reconfiguration have you done? (e.g., part of product, product line, new
or close factory, etc.)
4. Which types of flexibility/quality issues have been affected by the offshored
operation? Please explain.
5. Do operations look the same now as before? Please explain.
6. What are the key challenges of operating a global manufacturing network?
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